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Over $8-Million Reported In 1977
Major Construction Projects Expected This Year
Two major construction projects are _ .
expected to get underway in the city of
Murray anci,_ on the Murray State-z---
University campus, following sub —
stantial building here.during 1977.
Over $5.6-million in residential and
commercial construction started in
Murray last year, according to
estimates coming from the office of -
Murray City Planner Steve Zea. And,
construction in 1977 compares to an
estimated $15-million in the city and on
campus in 1976, according to figures.
However, three large construction
projects in the city and . on the
university campus began in 1976 — the
city-county hospital expansion
estimated at $4-million and the
university's heating and cooling plant
and library, both estimated at $8.5-
over $2.3-million in new construction - million.





TWO INJURED — M. and Mrs. Donald Johnson both received injuries in
a two-vehicle collision on Ky. 497 shortly after noon Monday afternoon.
!according to Kentucky State Trpoper Guy Turner the accident occurred
when the vehicle driven by Mr. Johnson collided with a semi-tractor trailer
rig operated by Donald Crocker of Princeton. Turner said that both
vehicles skidded on an ice-glazed curve and the tractor trailer jack-knived
while Crocker was trying_to pull over onto r snow-banked shoulder to
avoid the collision. Johnson, director of MSU's Hunter Hancock Biological
Center on Kentucky Lake, sustained a fractured leg and is in satisfactory
condition at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Mrs. Johnson sustained a
fractured arm and was transferred to Lourdes Hospital after receiving initial
treatment at MCCH. Crocker was not injured.
Staff Photo by Gale hicCutcheon
County Schools Expect To Open Thursday
Both Calloway County School System
and Murray Independent School
System officials have announced
tentative operating schedules this week
in the wake of recently missed days due
to snow.
Barring further snowy weather,
Calloway County school students are
expected to be back in school Thursday.
Murray city students are currently
going to school one hour later than
usual, and city school officials say that
if there is a warming trend, students
may be back on a normal bus schedule
Thursday and Friday.
Calloway County School System
teachers are attending in-service
training sessions today and Wed-
nesday.
The Calloway County School System
schedule Thursday and Friday calls for
school in session with buses running one
hour later than normal. School officials
say that buses will run only on roads
that drivers consider safe. And county
school system officials are encouraging
orrents to assist in getting children to
safe loading areas or to school.
Murray City School System officials
said today that schools in the city will
probably -operate on the delayed
'averting schedule Wednesday.
"Parents have been very cooperative
and understanding and we appreciate
it. They have risen to the occasion when
we couldn't run buses," Murray City
School System School Superintendent
Robert Glin Jeffrey said today.
Measure Would Make Laws Clear
opened Feb. 9 on what may be the,
largest single university project thus
far — the. new university.. 4080 _
cen1ee.-2-Current estunatea.....cat_. that--
project are placed at $7-million. "That
will probably be the largest single
project we've had on campus,"
Hogancamp said. Construction on that
project will take two years.
'"I'he largest thing we have coming
this year will be the K-Mart Complex
near the U.S. 641-121 bypass," Zea said.
Tentative plans were announced for
that project last year. K-Mart, plus
other businesses, are expected to locate
in that shopping complex.
Zea made his 1977 estimates from
total building. permits issued during the
year. Some 59 residential building
permits and 25 commercial permits
were issued last year, compared to 62
and 25 respectively in 1976.
- .0-instruction' during 1976 was
estimated at $6.5 million, $1.3-
residential construction and $5.2-
million conunercial, but Zea said that
figure was inflated beeause an addition
to Murray-Calloway County Hospital
accounted for $4-million in the com-
-mercial construction figure.
The largest single residential permit
last year came in June with an 88 unit
apartment complex on Glendale Road.
That project is estimated at $1,557,000.
The city also issued permits for a $1.2-
million physicians office building near
the hospital. That also came in-June of
1977. The city in May, 1977, issued
permits for an estimated $500,000
Kroger complex on U. S. 641 in Murray.
In October, 1877, the city issued
Permittl'IO—WendrVluifoliday Inn
addition, Jack Cain AMC Jeep and
Jerry McConnel's Sporting Goods.
"K-Mart and Hardees announced last
year they were coming and those don't
reflect in the 1977 figures," Zea said.
Projects on the Murray State
University campus included: A ill-
million Wells Hall renovation pro)ect; a
$800,000 overpass and mall complex on
Chestnut; a $45,000 street project on
Gilbert Graves Drive; and a $80,000
tennis complex project for the north
side of the campus.
"Wrather Hall (a Purchase Area
.muiteinn project) is in the design
UMW AccorcliGoes To Council;
64-Day Coal Strike Nearing End
WASHINGTON (AP) — United Mine
Workers President Arnold Miller met
with regional union leaders today to try
to sell them I proposed contract that
could end the record 64-day-old coal
strike.
Heart Ouna.Coffee _
To -Kith- Off Drive
The Calloway County HeFt Fund
Drive for 1978 will be launched with a
coffee at the home of the chairman,
Irman La Follette, 808 North 20-6
Street, Murray, on Thursday, Feb. 9.-at
10:00 a.m. -
Charles M. Ross, field representative
of the Western Division of Kentucky
Heart Association, will be present at
the coffee to help the heart fund-
volunteers to plan the drive and answer
questions concerning the use (*funds
collected in the annual drive.
Mrs. La Follette said workers for the •
drive have been contacted; but that
volunteers still are needed and anyone
interested in assisting in the drive is
urged to attend the coffee on Thursda
Morning.
The Calloway chairman said great
strides have been made in the heart
research as evidenced by the many
persons who have undergone open
heart surgery and had pacemakers
placed in their bodies during recent
years. She said probably more families
are affected by heart disease through
one or more members of a family than
almost any other disease.
Mrs. LaFollette whose husband, Dr.
A. C. La Follette, died suddenly from a
heart attack several years ago, said it
is vital that funds continue to be
collected so that research can continue
in the field.
Assisting in the drive will be mem-
bers of the Murray Woman's Club led
by the Home Department, the Calloway
County Homemakers Clubs. sororities
and fraternities at Murray State
University, and many other local
persons and organizations.
Mrs. Willard Ails continues as the
local memorial fund drive chairman
Memorial donations in memory of
deceased persons may be mailed to her
at 1610 Keenland Drive, Murray.
The bargaining council, comprised of
the UMW's district leaders, was called
into session at union headquarters to go
over terms of the tentative accord,
which would boost wages and fringe
benefits for miners by nearly 37 percent
over three years.
The bargaining council must approve
the agreement before it is submitted for
rank and file approval, a process that
could take an estimated 10 days.
_Some members of the 39-man council
reportedly were skeptical .over the
agreement, especially a provision that
would discipline miners who par-
ticipated in wildcat strikes, and may be
reluctant to accept the new cobtract.
Initial reaction after announcement
of the proposed settlement Monday was
cautious.
"lihink our miners are ready to go
back to work, provided they get what
they want," said Valerio Scarton of
UMW -District 2 in Western Penn-
sylvania. "If they don't, rm sure they
will stick it oat some more."
The bargaining council is not a
rubber stamp. In 1974, it ordered Miller
to renegotiate portions of a proposed
- three-year accord, and then rejected
the revised pact before approving it in a
second vote.
The council is expected to take a
particularly close look at reported




The luncheon with the theme,
"Poetry For Your Enjoyment" to be
held in the meeting room of the
Calloway County Public Library, is
rescheduled for Thursday. Feb. 9, from
twelve noon to one p. m.
Helen Hodges will read from Sara
Teasdale's collection of poetry, and two
local people, Dr. Bryan Thacker and
Carol Ann Simons, will read some of
Their own works. "
Cost of the luncheon will be one dollar
and those who have not already made
reservations should call the library,
753-2288, by Wednesday afternoon,
requisting Mrs. Gerry • Reed, coor-
dinator of the event.
Rep. Kenny Imes Calls His Bill 'Brief, Simple'
FRANKFORT, Ky. . (AP) — The
Kentucky House wants to make one






By a vote of 77-9 the -House Monday
passed a bill that would requitt future
laws to be drafted in simple, non-
technical language.
Rep. Kenny Imes, D-Murray, the
bill's sponsor, called it a "very brief,
simple bill."
Imes read a prepared statement
packed with hirge, hard to pronounce,
words to make his point that "spftlf
statutes are about as foreign to some
Deoole. including me. as that speech."
Imes said he realized the bill would
be hard to enforce, but added he
thought it stated a principle the
Legislature wanted to abide by......
The House also passed Monday. a bill
to allow the state insurance com-
missioner to suspend or revoke the
license of an insurance company which
had knowledge of fraudulent or
misrepresentative actions by its agents
but failed to report the violations.
The bill, passed 81-0 and sent to the
Senate, was sponsored by Rep. Jimmy
White, D-Barbourville, who said his
interest in the measure stemmed from
an incident four years ago when an
insurance agent sold his company a
fraudulent insurance policy and he
could not get restitution from the
parent company.
White said group, accident policies
are being sold in eastern Kentucky
"like hot cakes" to small coal mining
companies in lieu of workmen's
compensation insurance when they
actually do not replace workmen's
compensation.
"But the people don't know anything
about this," he said.
The Senate passed and sent to Gov.
Julian Carroll a. bill to allow a person a
longer period of time in which to claim
a refund on his state motor vehicle
-
11,
usage tax for a defective new car.
A person currently must claim th(.
refund within 10 days after returuingli
defective new car. The bilt passed 30-0.
extendsthe period to 60 days.
The House passed a bill providing
stiffer penalties for reckless driving.
now a relatively minor offense which
has been used by some local officials in
the past to amend drunken -
charges to keep a person from losing
his operator's license.
A bill was introduced in the Senate
Monday by Sen. Georgia Davis Powers.
D-Louisville, to allow a common la'
husband and wife to be married without
a marriage license or health cer-
tificate. • - -- • ..-
Also introduced was a bill to place •
non-votings teacher on each local board
of education.
The measure., introduced in the
House by Rep. Buddy Adams, 1)-
Bowling Green, would increase the
of the boards from five to six members
and have the teacher member elected
by the other teachers in the district. .
Another ' education measure, in-
troduced in the Senate by Sen Nelsrin_ .
Allen, D-Russell,. a former elementary
school principal, is aimed at sim-
plifying the record keeping duties of
public school teachers.
The measure would allow a district to
have a certified or non-certified person
complete and check attendance records
in a central location after the initial
reports are obtained by the classroom
ted.heis.
. Currently, the clIssroom teacher
must keep a deta fled record book on
attendance, which is used in official
figures by the shcool district to figure
its share of state money under the
Minimum Foundation Program.
Sen. Clyde Middleton, 11-Covington,
introduced a bill to require an in-
spection sticker on new mobile homes
to show they have pasted inspection for
proper plumbing,, h&ting and elec-
trical systems, while Rep. Bruce
Blythe, R-Louisville, sponsored a
'measure to exemPt 35 percent of the
gross receipts from the first retail sale
,of a mobile home from the state sales
_ . -tax.
Miller said the agreement would
restore the miners' health benefits and
improve their pension plan.
"If that's the case, it sounds like he
may be sending down something that's
pretty good," said George White, a
miner from. Lincoln City, W.Va. He
called the-tOP minimum wage boost
to just over $80 a day after three years
-- "one hell of a raise."
The walkout by 160,000 miners, which
, began Dec. 6, has cut the nation's coal
production in half, and electrical output
has been reduced in several locations
because of dwindling coal supplies.
Even if ratification goes smoothly,
the walkout is unlikely to end soon. The County Community Theatre. The
union's ratification procesas takes vaudeville type show will be presented
about 10 days, and it will be several on March 2,3, and 4. -- —
days beyond that before coal can move According to Director Richard
through the supply pipeline. Valentine, actors, singers, non-singer
,Labor Secretary Ray Marshall hailed and dancers are needed to complete the
the proposed settlement as "genuinely
good" for both sides.
The tentative accord Was announced
-at a news conference, where Miller, "Anyone interested in woriting on any
chief federal mediator Wayne L. of the backstage committees is invitedHorvitz and West Virginia Gov. Jay to come by the public library and sigr.Rockefeller began a push for up," said production coordinator Gerryratification. Reed.
stages. That project will, probably be
slightly under a $1-million," Hogan-
camp said. University officials have a
budget request for funds to build a new
Industry and tet hnology`building.
On-going university projects nearing
completion include the heating and























Auditions, open to the public, will be-
conducted on Thursday, Fell-tat-1p--
m. the Calloway County Public
Library for an upcoming dinner theatre
producion of the Murray Calloway
cast. Persons of high, school age or
older may come with prepared
material or may read from a script
provided.
Two Sections — 20 Pages .
A team effort met the snowstorm challenge recently at
Murray State University. M. C. Garrott comments about
life on a snowbound campus today. See page 4.
clear
today
Mostly clear today, tonight and
Wednesday. Very cold with highs
today 15 to 20. Lows tonight
generally between 5 and 10. Highs
Wednesday in the low to mid 20s.
Winds northerly to north-
easterly 5 to 15 miles an hour
today diminishing to less than 10






Dear Abby  3
Deaths & Funerals 12
Garrott's Galley 4
Horoscope 2
Let's Stay Well  3
Local Scene 2,3
Opinion Page 4
UGHT BRIGADE PERFORMANCE—The Murray High School band's light
Brigade color guard and flag corps performed at halftime of the Murray
State-Tennessee Tech basketball game MOnday night. Left to right are
three menibers the group, rma Ratteree, Krista Thomas and Beth Taylor.
The Light Brigade will perform Feb. 20 at the University of Tennessee at
Martin, Tenn. The Monday night performance marked the second con-
secutive yea'r the color guard has been invited to perform on the campus.
Staff Photo By Nike Beaadon'




What kind of day will SCORPIO
tomorrow be? To find out what. (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) rItelV.
the stars say, read the forecast Do the best overall job you
given for your birth Sign. . can but be careful to dif-
ferentiate between useful
ARIES • .a•r., energy employment and wasted
J.Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) le- -I,. striving.
People about you may seem SAGITTARIUS
less open-minded and enthu- iNcr,,-.23 to Dec. 21)




Apr. 21 to M y 21) 64- 7
Excellent ptospects for
starting- -or-. veloptn-g new--
bu3iness sociations. An
unusual idea could spark an.
entirely different approach in
career matters, also.
GEMINI
tMay 22 to June 21)
,--Curb inclinations toward
extremism and avoid :he
bizarre. Strict conformists
could misconstrue your actions
— to, your detriment.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 231k 00
Your perceptiveness and good
Judgment in familiar activities
could be a boon ir 'Certain
situations. You COULD try
I., of- c.lever
turn the tide.
something new if so inclined,
.bizt don't go beyond your depth.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 4124A-1,7:
A good day for closing deals
profitably or arriving at ,ac-
cords which will make them
possible later. Cut -a few cor-
ner, if you can._
I Aug. 24 to Sept..23)
Talks with superiors and (or)
associates could be ' quite
revealing. Wholehearted
cooperation will be offered —
freely and graciously.
LIBRA
(Sept._ 24 to Oct. 23)
Beneficent influenCes- en-
courage all your endeavors —
especially those along creative
lines. Some interesting com-
munications indicated.
this day. It has fine potential,
but all things must be handled
with discretion.
CAPRICORN .
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 29)
Doit't plan. on .elltan4Jn.
activities unless sure they ale
'thin wise limits and that you
clthi handle the "extras" without
deserting primary interests.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Avoid extravagance now.
Friction about financial mat-
. tars is possible with partner —
marital or business. Take no
risks whatsoever with assets.
PISCES
(Feb. 20.to Mar. 20) 71
One of your top days for at-
tainment, but strengthen
present status before tackling
new ventures. ,Use that ex-
traordinarily good judgment of
yours.
YOU BORN TODAY are a _ Delta Def•artrrient, Murray
lively and enthusiastic in- Woman's Club.*e4 11 meet at
dividual, an innate giver, 7:30 p.m„.scc‘tc club house
wishing to please and ac- with D J. - Hortin as
gonwlish in first-rate fashion. speaker. 
_.
,You are leatehig
hoMething new and your in. „AVOW! 340,
---444444t2ifritt-'311veL ------ 
..
RaltibeW tor oinkextraordinary. Many scientists,
will meet at the Masonic Hallarchitects, inventors and
successful industrial and at seven p.m.
business leaders have been born
under Aquarius. You are also Wednesday, February 8
creatively inclined, and have a New Frontier Homemhkers
great love of art, music and- Club will meet with Shirley
literature. Birthdate of:Witham Tecumseh shennan, Grasty at 9:30
Union general, U.S. Civil War;
Jules Verne and John Ruskin, Luncheon arid bridge for
authors; Lana Turner and Women. of the Murray Country






'Come see all our
colorful Hallmark ..,








production will open at_Lovett
Auditorium l Murray State
otluck Valentine Dinner set University, at -8:15 p:ni.
fEr Monday eyeing, Feb. 13, Tickets are three dollars per
and all, member are urged to person. For information call
attend. 762-4288. - •
Ma ses Catch
Families Unprepared
An emergency fund can help
you weather a family financial
crisis, much the way firewood
in the shed and extra food in
the cupboard keep you warm
and well-fed when you're
snowbound.
Every few years most
Kentucky families go through
an unexpected financial crisis.
When they aren't prepared to
handle it, it can cause a lot of
hardship, according to Helen
Stevens. She is a family
economics specialist with the




A cut-back in employment
during bad weather, loss of a
job, - crop failure, flood
damage, a house fire, a death,
large dental or medical bills,
an auto accident that totals a
car not covered by insuranee
— these are just a few of the
possibilities.
Even people with good in-
surance coverage often find
that the compensation
stretcfies just so far, and they
are left with large bills to pay.
Building Reseetreirtmd
That's where Stevens says a
reserve fund makes a dif-
ference. How much should it
be? It will depend on the
family's size, income, life
style, spending habits, job
security, and basic needs.
If you could save 10 per cent
of your income (before
deductions) every payday, in
five years you would have the
equivalent of six months in-
eeme saved—That would be a
healthy reserve fund.
How It Works
For example, if the job-
holding members of your
family make a total of $1,200
per month — a reasonable
income figure for , many
Kentucky households — you
would need to put ;120 into
your reserve fund 'very
month.
At the end of a year, there
would be $1,440 in -ybur,
emergency fund unless you
.have had to dip into it. In five
years, it would total $7;200
plus any earned interest.




ileift Shop around fora savings
. re
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OF THE PAM" KIND .
NO PASSES OR BARGAIN ANTE





- Lecture by-Charles Hitrier; -
professor of drawing. at the..
University of Arizona, will
begin at 7:30 p.m. in room 448,
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University. For
information call 762,6938.
Murray TOPS Club will.
meet at the Health Center at
even p m. Murray Bass Club will meet. 
at the Triangle inn at 6:30
Tuesday, February 7 
Regular hoard meeting of 
p.m.
thrOaks-Cour.,*qk Club Will be Thursday, February 9
hetd -thr mut North Kt-__*-Grove
room. C7,- members Cumberland -Presbyterian
welcome to attendc• 
are
Women will meet with




_ meet„ as follows: a —esei ith
Fay Jacks at a.m
Harris A1' with Mrs.
Eagen•0?..41ce at one p.m..
New Concord with Mrs.' Ed
Davis at one p.m.; Pottertown
at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at ten a.m.
Lake Area Singles will meet
at seven p.m. at North Branch
of Peoples Bank of Murray
with Sondra Ford as speaker,
Open to all peuons who are
widowed, divorced, or never
married.
Kappa Department, Murray,
Woman's Clubv will meet '6:30
p.m. it the club house. for a
Valentine Surprise Banquet.
Horse Shim: Film Shown At
..............zs.,,........,
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We can be _thankful that But you must do yours too
January is out of the way and You'll have to
prospects may look brighter dig the bed,
now for those of us who have bury the bulbs,
been mere of less shut In the Weedt.— "—
during „the last few weeks.
Itut rentemberTnifii
have refrigeration before So I -did my feeble part
they will develop and bloom, And C'nd tdca the bulb— -
the roots of shrubs and tgrees burst it with life
are digging a little deeper in fed it with soil,
the soil during these dormant showered it with rain
times and the snow has drew it with sunshine
protected the surface roots of Until we had a beautiful
many plants that might have flower, .
And n'
otherwise succumbed to the .... .. , 
cold. So we have a lot to be wen 'iv seemed to" say
thankful for. • "Your life is like a garden
Since there is not a great And if you like, 'deal that can he done right We'll make it
Welcome Wagon Club will
meet at the Community Room
Of the North Branch of Peoples
Bank at 7:30 p.m.
Grove 126 Woodmen of the
World-veal-meet at the Musray
Woman's Club House at six
' His soil,
Murray Chapter No. 92 His air,
Royal Arch Masons will meet His water,
at 7:30 p.m. at the lodge hall. His life,
His sun.
My part seemed so trivial
that I said,
"Lord, You take those bulbs
and make them grow
• right there in the box
'  Out in the garage.
You don't need me, Lord.
You can do it all by yourself.”
"Oh no," He
"I want to do my part
I'm waiting to begin
Johnson grass seminar will
be held at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at 6:30 p.rnhis
is open to all interested per-
Sons.
Meet Of Sigma Department Campus Lights' 41st
Member of. the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club braved the cold
January weather to hear A. W.
Sirrimons, Jr. discuss the
Lexington Junior- League
Horse Show." Mr. Simmons
showed a movie telling of this
prestigous affair held each
summer in Lexington.
Following the showing of the
movie, the new horse show
chairman, Mrs: Elwood
Brown, was introduced by the
Sigma Department chairman,
Mrs. William Smith. Mrs.
Brown distributed the com-
mittee jobs for the Kentucky
State Charity Horse Show.
Mrs. Smith conducted a
short business session and the
hostesses, Mrs. Sam Housden,
Mrs. Richard Knight, Mrs.
John Nanny and Mrs. bus
Robertson, Jr., served dessert
and coffee to the group.
The February meeting for
the Sigma Department will be
Saul




Stevens advises. , Your ftind
•
Dexter Homemakers Club
will meet with Maude Woodall
at 9:30 a.m. Each one is to
Bring -three wash cloths:
Bea Walker Group of First
baptist Church Women will
meet with Mrs. James Rogers
at 7:30 p.m. - '
!„
Coffee for Heart Fund Drive
Workers _will be held at the
home of Irma La Follette, 808
North 20th Street, at ten a.m
might as well earn as much as
possible as it accumulates and
also after your goal is
reached.
A reserve fund that earns 6
per cent will double itself in
about 14 years. At 7 per cent, it
will double itself in about 10
rears.
()Ilse you withdraw money
from your emergency fund,
start building it right back up
again as soon as the crisis is
past.
Don't be tempted to use it to
buy that -new .couelicor tar,
either, or to splurge
elsewhere. Save it for
essential and unplanned ex-
penditures you couldn't
handle otherwise.
You can use a reserve fund




In the meantime, look over
all your insurance policies and
employee benefits to how
well your family is actually
protected _from financial
crises.
For instance, in the event of
the- death or tbsabtiity of the 
major bread winner in your
family, will your insurance
pay off the mortgage? Will it
. pay funeral expenses? Should
you be carrying automobile
collision insurance, or could
you replace your car without
that extra coverage?
Stevens adds that a finan-
cial advisor can be a big help
in determining how well your
family would fare if things
went wrong. Such counseling
is sometimes a free service of
'a-large bank, place of mil'
ployment, or major insurance
company.
She also notes that many
county Extension agents for
home economics have had
special training in family




After a package of dried
egg has been opened it
'should be kept in an air,
tight container in the re-
frigerator. It will keep its
good flavor for about a
year If it is stored- property.
now, I am repeating a poem be-11'16141 .thiNk'_ .
that appeared in this column
about five years ago. I do not furnish," He said— '
know anything about the "the soil of race,
author,.4nt 'bite the thought the sunshine of love,
he brings out, - the rains of blessing,
"Perspective" — -11frepeudenjahlige.
By BOB BENSON But you must do-the digeSng„:
God 
_.
 and I raised a flower bed.
He really did the most "Lord," I said,'You just ge
I gums. ` ahead,
!lettrlagelt.2- -
- to
Make me a saint,
give me a great faith,
fill me with compassion."
"Oh, no," He said, "You've
got to
keep your heart tilled, •
hoe the weeds of evil,
Chop away the second-best,












Baby Boy West (Tonda),
1627 College Fm. Rd. Murray,
Baby Girl Francis- (Rebecca),
Rt. 2, Cadiz, Baby Boy
Lemons (Priscella), Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Miss Ivy -Christe, 2:56e N.
Evans, EvansyWe,Ind., Mrs.
-__Jinie_L--Carr and Baby Girl,
Rt. 2, Wingo, Mrs. Rebbecca
.i.v34.1igaiikea0_d-BalFir-Dirl, Rt.
I, Sedalia, Mrs, Angela G.
-'Williams and Baby Girl, Rt. 2
Hazel, Ronald L. Green, 221
Woodlawn, Murray, Mrs.
Judy J. Outland, 2106 College
Fm. Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Phyllis J. Hill, Rt. I Dexter,
Mrs. Joan M. Page, Rt. 6,
Paris, Tn., Brian S.
Weatherford, 1500 Johnson
Dr., Murray., James E.
Hunter, Rt 6, Paris, Tn. Miss
Diane _M. Payne, Waverly,
. William L... Etalentine, Rt. 3
Murray, John Pittrflan,- Box
99, Hazel, Thomas W. 'Hut-
chinson, 710 Elm, Murray,
Leslie' W. Moore, Rt.- 6,
Murray, Mrs May McClure,
340 Woodlawn, Murray, Hattievaltion,
624 Ellis Dr.,
Murray, VS. -Rama 0. West,
Rt. 1, Farmington„ Mrs. Eva
2, AYAIE•744.-1,-Alsau. MAL,.
Lottie R:- Garner, 719 Riley
Courts, Murray, Mrs. Lidia






Baby Girl P'Pool (Laurel),
Rt. 7, Murray.piss6o
Mrs. Patilda-C713rady,' 100
Crestview Ln., Martin, Tn.,
James H. Daniels, Rt. 5,
Murray, Willie Odell Reed, 206
Cherry, Murray, John B. Bell,
Rt. 3, Murrayt Mrs. Sarah H.






-Homemakers Club will meet
Wednesday, Feb. 8, at 9:30
am.- at the home of Shirley
Grasty„ All members are
urged to attend.
• Pat Willett was hostess for
the last meeting held Jan. 24
with seven members present
and answering the roll call by
saying "what I'd Wte to do to




Marge Garland, secretary and
treasurer, Shirley Grasty,
'Pollie Kurt,. Rose Glavin,
Jane Parks, and Pat Willett.
New members signed up for
future lessons to complete the
remainder of the year. A






"Dealing With Crisis" aria-
Jane Parks on "Mini
„Vacations." • -
A luncheon was served
following the meeting.
A national census is called
for in the U.S. Constitution.
It provides that, a counting






It's back by popular demand!
You enjoyed it so much last year, we've brought it
back—kterry's Super Shrimp Sale.
For just $2.85; you get a giant helping of 21 golden-fried
shrimp, a hearty serving of french fries, a dish of our
savory cole slaw, and hot dinner rcitt and butter.
So come on in for lunch or dinner. Enjoy the $2.85
SuperShrimp Sale, at Jerry's.
its
RESTAURANTS.
Offer good 11 am. to 10 p.m. Thnaugh March 26, 1978
' , . . • _ • • s,






The wedding of Miss Leslie
Kay Riggihs, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bernard Tyler
Riggins of Chapel Hill,
and granddaughter of Mrs.
Bailey Ftiggins of Murray, to
Frederick Lee Carswell of
Galax, Va., son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Hampton Carswell,
Sr., of Chapel Hill, N. C., was
solemnized on Friday, Dec. 30,
at eight p. in.
The double ring ceremony
was sei_i`winiSed at the
Carrboro, N. C., Baptist
Church with the Rev. Jack
Mansfield, pastor of the
church, and the Rev. Johnny
Ross, associate minister,
officiating.
Music was presented by
Mrs. Johnny Ross, organist,
Miss Cindy Morris, vocalist,
arid John Scott III, trumpet.
Mrs. Ross played several
wedding selections and Miss
Morris, college roommate of
-.the bride, eang "The Greatest
of These Is Love" by Cates,
"Eternal Life" by Duncan,
and "The Lord's Prayer" by
Malotte. After the closing
prayer and blessing, the organ
chimes were played just
before the trumpet and organ
recessional ̀ !Trumpet Tune in
D Major" by Purcell.
Vows were pledged amidsAY
_ six brass cancrelahra with
white tapers. The focal point
of the altar was a center
arrangement of white poin-
settia' and magnolia leaves.
Bride's Dress - ---
The bride, escorted by her
father, and given in marriage
by both her parents, was a
picture of loveliness in her
elegant gown of candlelight -
organza lavishly trimmed in
Alencon lace and seed pearls.7
The lace formed a 'sweetheart -
neckline and went down the
center of the tapered sleeves
in a cut out design.
The A-line skirt was
sprinkled with appliques of the
lace that alsO edged the
hemline that flowed to a
chapel length train. Her full
length veil of misty illusion
was attached to a Camelot of
the Alencon and seed pearls.
Mrs. Frederick Lee Carswell .
She carried*t Outnietof red'. 'Mrs. Riggins chose for her
roses, white ebryaiin- daughter's wedding a coral
themlims, stepanotts amt-floar -length dress styled with 
baby's breath. She wore an high neck and a matching
opal ring, a gift from her coral lace jacket.
father, pearl earrings and a The groom's mother, Mrs.
gold necklace with three Carswell, was wearing a pale
cultured pearlLL.. blue creptformal, with as_ale_
Mrs. Webb Alexander bodice marked by sequins at
Brewer of Memphis, Tn., the neck. -.—
attended the bride as matron Mrs. Bailey Riggins of
of honor. Bridesmaids were Murray, grandmother of the
Miss Brandt Smith of Rich- bride, wore a floor length
-mond, Va.; Miss Martha dress in pink and white
-Schrum of Hickory, N. C.; brocade knit with rhinestone'
Miss Cindy Morris of Benson, -buttons, Mrs. OreneAdcock of
N. C.; and Mrs. William' Durham, grandmother of the
groom, wore a royal blue
crepe formal.
Reception
"1:ketride's parents hosted a
reception'tor. 350 guests-Art
fellowship hat of 'We. church
following the ceremony.
The main serving table was
covered in white linen cloth
and was adorned with a silver
candelabra initrafrangement
of pink daisiet ;and baby's
-Patrick Parker of Laurinburg,
N. C. .
The attendants wore
cranberry halter dresses with
deep scoop necklines and a
matching Cleve Cape that
formed sleeves and extended
to the waistline in back. An
accorclian pleated panel went
down the front of the dresses.
Mrs. Brewer carried a
nosegay centered by a red
rose- and-tfok-maids carried
nosegays of white mums breath. The punch bowl- and
centered by a white candle. other serving pieces - were
U. Col William Smith of silver.
Atlanta, Ga. served the groom An assortment of hors
as best- man. His other at- d'oeuvres were served with
tendanta were Larry and John mints, nuts and punch. On a
Carswell Jr. of Chapel HIM separate lace covered table
Tom Carswell of Winston- was the four tiered wedding
Salem, and Charles Norman cake decorated with red roses
of Galax. and white rice bags with
The men were attired in borganay ribbons.
traditional black tuxedoes The couple spent a week in
with candlelight shirts. Atlanta and are now at home
at Route 4, Shady Square Apt.
No. 2, in Galax, Va.
The bride wore fat traveling
a yellow blazer and skirt with
a sweater in pastel colors.
The bride is employed in the
intensive care unit at Twin
County Community Hospital
and the groom is engineer in
charge of production at





A dinner party after the
rehearsal was hosted by the
groom's parents and his
brother Larry Carswell at
Five Oaks Club House in
Durham. Punch was served in
front of a large fireplace
before the buffet dinner
served to 40 'guests. For the
occasion the bride wore an
emerald green empire dress
with crystal pleated skirt.
After the dinner members of
the wedding party *ere in-
vited to Larry Carswell's
condominium for another get
together.
Pre-nuptial parties for the
bride included a luncheon at
Pines Restaurant in (lapel
Hill; a shower in the home of
Mrs. W. T. Parker; a tea at
the home of Mrs. Carleton
Byrd,. in Chapel Hill; and al..
breakfast at Hyatt House'
given by fellow workers of the
tride at Baptist Hospital.
By Abigail Van Buren
0 *la brCloicono ' 440_kt2c1A14
Let's Stay Well ByT J1. -Tilssingarne. MD
Illness May Cause
Marital Problems
k Mrs writee that fkcilined with- their tradi-
' her family is having its tional adversary positions.
first divorce in a genera- appear to lack insight into
ticuLlier son and daughter- the individual health needs
Iri1aJn their '3s mar Of their clientS
rind for 15 years, and the When -1 middle-aged,
pa n_ ,of _three children. Kull  hasj&--find"hmselkare separated. The young ". or herself, a deep.paseho- -
mother feels that. she logical disturbance per-
. 'must find' herSelf. haps the outcropping of
Mrs. J.S. continues, She schizophrenia, is usually
has lost interest in her present. A dose of time and
Nome, husband and family, heinie remedies will- not
She has become a chain suffice. Those who are re-
aMaker,:and-bas-increaseti---snattiible-and havx4lie wel.-
_tter intait of- alcohol. She fare of such a person- and
DEAR ABBY; I have just had an operation that has
altei-edmyraftacialwezpressione.nSdoumre 
compared
to thSom  paverinedi






have suffered from the remarks of some of my friends.
One weman said, "Now you will know how the rest of us
plain Janes feel. Welcome to the club."
Another said,"It. willheharder_for yeAthan the aYerlifie
woman to safust to- being hc4nely. TWit'a one of the
penalties of having had good looks and suddenly losing
them."
Abby, I have never been vain about my looks, knowing
that real beauty conses--from
I I'm crushed at these so-called "condolerftei" in- the -




. DEAR ABBY: I'm- a.21at•okl rfaipgp graduate .w_ho
never has been married. A Year ago I fell in love with Phil,
whn • pertertiorxae_ineverY way He's
33, divorced and has 'a 15-year-oldison, Sonny. And that's
the problem.-- 
Soniehe —
married at ITtuld divorced at 1$. Sonny's mother wasn't
much good, but Sonny has a fierce loyalty to her, and for
some7trange reason, he doesn't like me. .He has said some
cruel things to me , such as, "You don't really love my Dad,
you just want his money, and 'You re too young to know
what--lovels-,!'-and-"ft's-justirtruith," and "You'll never
take my mother's place."
Meanwhile, lam very much in love with Phil and I know
he loves me, but he keeps stalling the marriage because
Sonny is so hostile to me. . -
How long should it take a 15-year-old boy to adjust to a
stepparent? I feel that I'm losing Phil. Hew can L win .
Sonny's-trust- and love and get Phil to- ritarr.y-me?
  - - :LOSING OUT
DtARLOSINGsSorry, Phil's Move;-not YOU'S. Hire
. .
loved you as you love him, he'd deig. with Sonny. In the
meantime, if the wedding is off becalise Phil's son doesn't
like you, yen are obviougly No. -2 ii. a whiner .takc all
contest. -
--DEAR ABBY: My father lege 62) is-laving an affair
-with a young woman and the whale'farmly knows about it.
Eyirybody but my mother, that is.
This isn't the first time my fatherhaslseen involved. If it.
were really a love affair I could understand it, but these
girls are always much younger (about my age-30) and
they woiiia.0, look at my father U he_ditInt_have_rnoney.i._
. ,I,just.hateizi .see ..faskof thia _War.
consicrered typing MOM- an anoriSkiious letter, giving her
Dad's current girlfriend's name and address and where she
works. But I discussed it with rhy older brother and he said
shouldn't do it-it would hurt- Mom too much.
Well, I think it would be doing Mom a great big favor.
What is-your opinion? "
. • - --ANONY-MOUSDAUGitTER
CONFIDENTIAL TO D.B. IN POTOMAC, MD.: You
appear to-be • very intelligent person, but what you don't
know about transsexualism would fill a book. And it has'
Please read "EMERGENCE" by Mario Martino (published
by Crown. lea a complete female-to-male autobiography,
well written and easily understood. And write again after
you've read this eye-opener.
Problems? Tell them to "Abby. For i personal,
unpublished reply, write Abby: Box 69700, Los Angeles,
Calif. 90069. Enclose a stamped, self-addressed envelope.
Mrs. Wally Young was
complimented with a baby
shower held on Saturday, Feb
4, at 10:30 a. m. at the club
room at the Oaks Country
Club.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Mrs. Bill
Bogard, Mrs. Hillard Rogers.
Mrs. flomer Branch, and Mrs
Brent Outland who served
refreshments of coffee and
doughnuts.
Mrs. Young wore a navy
blue suit and opened her
gifts for the guests to view. ,
Those present were
Mesdames Robert Dunn,
Nicky Ryan, Jim Whiter Jim
Lamb, Tom Jones, Charles
Brewer, Mike Morgan, Earl
Tabers, Max Walker, Billy
-Dan Crouse, Harding Wells,
Charles Caldwell, 13ill Rale;
Herbert Shepard, Kenneth
ANY individual dumping refuse in ANY
container (cans or dumpsters) other
than their own, within the city limits
will be liable to -a $50.00 fine upon
conviction.
The dumpsters at businesses
throtiAhout the city are purchased by
those businesses for TNEIN usa*NLY.
Murray Saaltatlea %portaged
Smith, Voris- Wells, _ Dale
Nance, Mickey Boggess,
Jerry Hopkins, Jim Harrell,
the hostesses and the honoree.
Unable to attend but sending
gifts were Mesdames Rubin
James, Jim • Neale, Ted
Lawson, Bert Coleman, Billy
Roberts, Dalton Noel, Bruce
Thomas, Mithcell Story, Allen
Rose, Jerry Caldwell, Cletus
Fair, Ronnie Watson, Clyde
Stinson, Max Beale, W. G.
Read, and Elbert Thomason.
WEST BOY
Mr. and Mrs.' Steve West,
1627 College Farm Road,
Murray, are the parenl.s of a
baby boy, Jason Parker,
weighing eight pounds 11%
ounces, measuring 20½. in-
ches, born on Wednesday,
Jan. 25, at 6:50 a. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son,
Marl, age nine. The father
teaches at Murray State
University and the mother is
tin leave from the Murray City
Schools.
Grandparents are Mr and
Mrs. Heron West and Mr. and
Mrs. J. P. Parker, all of
Myrray Two ..,grea t grand-
fathers are Owen West and
Perk Parker.'" •
has been atiag men one their family in mind should
in particular, and staying
out until the wee hours of
the morning. We. are
amazed and wish that
something could be done."
A: Your description of
your daughter-in-law leads
me to conclude that She is
-41. ,fth.it she is in need-Of
prompt. expert psychiatric
care.
Such illness is often the
can _ Of. , breakdown in
homes, separation, even
divorce, if treatment is not'
successful. Many divorce
courts and attorneys pre;
persuade that person to get
professional care at early
as possible. A recovery
may not always be pOssi--
ble, but Vie nature of the
causative illness can be
determined and appropri-
_, ate. aCtian taken.
$citi-juive
.. given a description of the .
signs and symptoms of a •
prolonged depression and
evidence of a loss of self-
respect. Your daughter-in-




The League of Women
Voters of Kentucky announced
an Energy Education Contest
for all school age children in
Kentucky. The League has
received an ERDA (Energy
Research and Development
Agency) Grant through the
League of Women Voters
Education Fund. The money
is to be used • to promote
energy education in Kentucky.
The contest for grades 1
-through 6 will be a poster
contest with eight cash prizes
awarded to the school sub-
mitting the winning poster.
Two prizes will be awarded in
elich Of four regions in the
state. - _
The contest for the upper
grades will be conducted on a
regional basis also. The
League will fund a project in
each region that encourages
---'energy awireness among
The League hopes that by
concentrating on the school
. Intake., random daltitg_ un-
til -late" hours These epi-.
sodes have . to. be inter-
•rupted for her own sake
thett cause ls-deter-•
mined and treatment has
been. tried hopefully'
4benef it. ' • .
r---Llirofessional are has
the'iickled benefit of being
• objectiv*and not emotion-
ally involved-as her hus-
band May be.'lk.intly be
essential to carry out
tnedicAtiut 411d-lt,thej,. '
Wit _ controicci_ror
ronment. such as a hospi-
tal. Recover may require
several .weeks-- or months
for stabilization and heal-
ing.
Such measures are usu--- •
ally mote satisfactory, es-
pecially for the children.
and are cheaper in mone_y
and-human stiftering: "
The word paper comes from
papyrus, the giant water rend
from which Egyptians man-
ufactured a writing material.
age cittzens of Kentucky it will
not only reach those whose
futures Will be most affected
by the enlrgy crisis but also
will involve their parents as
the students work on the
projects.
The League has been
coordinating its plans with the
State Department of
Education whiefi-ls at 'this- -
time introducing a new ener:ge
curriculum in the public
schools. It is the hope of the
League and the Department of
Education that by combining
their efforts they will be able
to interest more people in
Kentucky in this _ vital
problem.
The contest is open to all
students in public, private,
and parochial schools. For






FRIDAY EVENING 'TIL 8!'














dence is a demon-
stration project for the
elderly in the Jackson
Purchase. It is
designed to help older
persons remain in





1. Are age 60 or
older, AND ,.
2. Need services to











call Bonnie Ashby at
753-5382.
mese caning rooms illustrate the remarkable
verSOrdity.pf our tpmous ItairipoinNUfineg Itnith --
---ond-dereighs.-Wherther-you-ehomeone-ramedtum-
size featuring classic Duxbury choirs or a more
compact group graced by husky Tavern choirs
ondti-48" round table-Heirloom spoils home, and „
)oyous occasions!
• • -Whichever style on sole with do the most for your
home and its hostess, Ethan Allen quality and











An Ethan Allen. Gallery
14.S.orth Third St,. Paducah, K-;..
PHINNE 443,625
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Boy SeQuts : Now
More non Ever
The Boy Scouts of America
are observing the 68th an-
niversary of the founding of the
' organization during_the_month
of February. With some .6.5
million Merribers, it is now the
largest youth organization in
the free world.
The purpose of scouting is
changed- to build character,
create awareness of citizenship
resonsibilities and promote
mental and physical fitness.
But under a new improved
Scouting Program, the ap-
proach to reach these goals has
been changed to meet the con-
ditions of today.
There is no finer program for
boys and we salute the adults
who make the Boy Scout
program 'possible. Without the
„voluntary assistance of men
- who guide the boys in the Scout
-,prolgram,:.-thee would be -no
Scout program. We, as well as
many, many others, are called
on for donations to keep the
program going, but the
greatest contribution is made
by those who give something
much more valuable than_
money - their time.
Thus, when the volunteer
Scout drive workers come to
. see you, remmeber they are
just asking you for a check or a
donation. That is little to ask of
us who do ilot give our time.
The Scouts themselves now,
more than ever, have more -
responsibility for guiding troop
programs. Recognition fOr
progress comes more rapidly
and more often. There is more
flexibility in choosing scouting
programs to fit the areas where
Scouts actually live rather than
the wilderness conditions of
some distant forest they may
never see.
The purpose of Boy Scouts of
America is briefly as stated in
Scouting Magazine: "It is the
purpose of the BSA to provide
for boys an effective program
designed to build desirable
qualities of character, to train
in the responsibilities of par-
ticipating citizenship, and to
develop in them personal fit-





— Have a high degree of self-
reliance as evidenced in such
qualitiefts initiative, courage
and resourcefulness.
— Have personal and stable
Values firmly based on
religious concepts.
— Have the desire and the
skills to help others, '
-- Understand the principles
of the American social',
economic and governmental
system.
— Are luiowledgeable about
and take pride in their
American heritage and un-
derstand America's role in the
world. A?.
— Have a keen respect for
the basic rights for all people:  ,-
— Are prepared tOlogiil the
varied ,responsibilities of par-
ticipating in and giving leader-
ship to American society and in
the forums of-the world."
Young people of today must
become men and, women and
faith and integrity,' able to live;
successfully and take part in
today's complex world.
The Boy Scouts of America,
with its improved scouting
program, gives a helping hand.
The Scouts deserve our thanks,
our good wishes and ,our sup-
port.
Your. Senator Reports
By SEN. RICK WEISENBERGER
Bill Would Enforce
Insurance Law
Despite the miserable weather,
action in the Kentucky Gerneral
Assembly is picking up and the bills are
flowing out of the various committees
at a rapid pace.
One of the bills destined for almost
certain passage is one which once and
for all enforces the mandatory auto
insurance law. For many years, state
law, has required minirndhi auto
liability insurance, but the law has no
teeth in it. Minor penalties are
prescribed for those having no in-
surance, even after they are involved in
an injury accident. There is presently
no guarantee that drivers on the high-
ways are insured, despite the law. As a
matter of fact, it is estimated that as
many as one-third of all motorists in
Kentucky are uninsured. Even worse is.
the fact that bulk of these includes those
who need it the most - persons with
little or no assets to cover potential
liability.
Under a bill introduced by House
Majority Leader Bobby Richardson ( D-
Glasgow ), motorist would be required
to display a sticker on their vehicles as
.proof of liability insurance coverage.
The Stickers would be supplied to
insurance companies by the Depart-
ment of Insurance. Individual com-
panies then would dispense them to
policyholders as needed.
Another feature requires that upon
cancellation of a motorist's insurance,
theinsurer would be required-to notify
the motorist that his sticker is no longer
valid and should be removed.
, The insured also is required to notify
the commissioner of the Kentucky State
Police that the motorist's insurance has
been. cancelled, whether- by the
motorist or by the company. .
The bill requires that insurers give
the Department of Insurance in-
formation -on the effective dates and
ownership of stickers. the department,
in tura, may provide complainants and
the Kentucky State Police with iti
findings ,concerning the apparent ef-
fectiveness of the insurance on a
particular date.
An ininortant provision inthe sticker
bill is that all police officer's in the state
would be required to issue citations for
'TOR-
mandatory suspension of the car's
license plates until insurance has been
purchased. That's a Vaal improvement
on the present penalty for driving
uninsured-only a fine.
A great advantage of the sticker, like
the ones that show an automobile is in
compliance with the inspection law, is
that it offers a readily visible sign of at
least some effort to comply with the
law.
I cannot envision any possible op-
position to this bill, except from those
who presently are not insured. I would
welcome your comments on this or any
other bill. Please feel free to contact me
at our toll-free number in Frankfort (1-
800-372-2976).





















"He BETTER keep a low -profile this year-!"
Garrott's Galley By M. C. Garrott
A Team job At Murray State:
Met The Snowitorm Challenge_
How would your ulcers' take having to
prepare 4,050 meali a day for a teeming
mass of restless youngsters holed up by
a blizzard? That would make'em throb!
kilt to Joe Dyer andliis food services
people aT Murray State it became Just
another challenge when the big
snowstorm hit the caMptis Jan. 25_
ou ve got to get up early and,plolatTe_
to get ahead of Joe:
AIL that morning he had one eye
cocked to the southwest as he listened
to yeports of the approaching storm.
When it looked ,as if we Were in for a
lulu, he jumped into his trusty pickum-
up truck and sloshed 13 miles vast of
town to Center Ridge and home for a
suit-ease Of Clothes. He planned tostay
on campus just in case. -
You all 'know the story of Thursday,
the 26th. Classes at the university had- -
been 'cancelled; the university was
closecsi down; nothing was moving. Only
42 of Joe's 70 food services people at
Winslow Cafteria, which seats
something like 1,500 at a time, were
able to get in. •
With 850 hungry students coming for
breakfast, 1,500 for lunch and 1,700 for
supper, Joe, after spending the first of'
two nights on a couch in Hart Hall, went
around town in his pickup, Which was
equipped with chains, and picked up
several more of his people. Director of
Security Joe Green and his officers
helped by getting some more to the
cafeteria, and breakfast was served as
scheduled.
+ + -4-
For a three-day stretch, Joe and his
people worked double shifts. The office
and managerial people pitched in to
help in the kitchen and serving lines,
and their 14 student workers readily
reported for work whenever needed. No
serving hours were observed. The
students were fed whenever they came
in.
"Although we were in pretty good
shape from a supply standpoint," Joe
said, "we contacted all our suppliers
and assured them that we would help
them get their trucks to the cafeteria
and back out again if they would try to
reach vs, and they did. Outside of
having to do that, things weren't too
bad."
On the 26th, Murray's president, Dr.
C. W. Curris, waded over to the
cafeteria and the dormitories to spend
the afternoon VI the students. He
found them ready for anything; many
even wanted claises to resume. Cindy
Small of the housing office came in and
things got Group iced to keep them busy.,
First they had a "Gong Show," and
when the "talent" ran -out, a record
player was brought in, an area cleared
in the center of the sprawling building
and a dance set up. It went from 8:30
p.m. until midnight. Also, there was a
"disc jockey," who played records and
tapes over Itie public address frora$ime--
to time.
It was a ' jumping place, that
cafeteria, for a day or so after the big
snow. Although they had to juggle their
Menus a bit at times, Joe-and his People
didn't miss a meal and the only thing
they ran out of was carbonated
beverages.
Then some enterprising student
discovered that the cafeteria's serving
trays were excellent for sliding down
the icy slopes at Cutctiin Recreational
Complex, and Joe obliged by carefully
signing them out for that purpose. "We
got every one back," he beamed.
"They're good kids."
By Monday, Jan. 27, things at the
cafeteria were almost back to normal
with the delivery trucks-rolling in on
schedule. "In fact," Joe said, "we were
in better shape than before the storm."
+++
The "extra mile" story was much the
same across campus in the Physical
Plant Department and in the Security
Office. •
Orrin Bickel and his buildings and
grounds people were ready for the
snow. They have an action plan, which
they implement on a signal, and they
worked it in this case. At 5 a.m., the
security officers on duty evaluate the
Weather arid if necessary call AlVis
Jones, the superintendent of grounds.
Then the chain reaction starts.
Alvis calls his grounds supervisors,
who, in turn, call their people and those
who can make it report for work at 6:30
a.m. One group, heads for the
Administration Building to work north
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
'79 GOP Gubern,a, torial
Hopefuls Emerge
FRANKFORT, Ky. (API — The state
Republican meeting during the
weekend yielded hints about two
potential party candidates for governor
in 1979. .
It Also served notice that, while
perhaps dozing, the Kentucky GOP is
far from dead.
The centerpiece was a speech by
former Gov. Louie Nunn who fired a
verbal scattergun at both the state and
national Democratic administrations.
He interspersed many of his remarks
by turningin one direction and asking,
"Isn't that right, laayy?"
Sen. Larry Hopkins, R-bexington,
and Larry Forgy of Louisville were
sitttng In the 'sane area, but, though
Nunn 'jokingly said later he, was
addressing both equally, Forgy was
obviously the beneficiary.
Forgy, now an attornei, served in
various capacities under Nunn in the
late 1960s, ans has been regarded as a
•
oner-The proposed perrattfes are not
light: a fine of frdm $50 to $500 and
• fi -‘ •
11 C • • • . ••• .1 • 1- I •
. Such as Louis • Nunn, who told
newsmen he wasn't "ruling anything
out" for 1979.
Perhaps as a tiny symbolic push.
Forgy was elected a member of the '-
Republican. Central Committee
Saturday.
The second GOP gubernatorial
in ,fact, while needling news media
with half-joking remarks, the former
governor acknowledged later that the
press is the only collective body which
has called attention to-controversies in
the Carroll administration.
He Vie acknowledged that the
Republican minority in the current
prospect at the session was former Sen. General Assembly, about 20' percent of
Ray White of Bowling Green, who made the membership, has not seen fit to
some brief remarks.
White claimed the GOP is "viable"
and that there is a growing feeling it
can again win major state races. ..,
The only announced COP caiiiNdate
for governor is Rep. Raymond Over-
street, R-Liberty,' one of the young free-swinging speech.
crowd and quite unacceptable to the ' And his brother, state GOP Lliairniarl
GOP hierarchy.
It remembers well years ago his
suggestion that the committee disband
itself and make way for new blood.
Meantime, Nunn has lefthondedly
confirmed his disappointment that
-ant? .'i"""§-ffrar Purfiss&a.revivalsoen
legislators-are ndt speaking out against of ftepublican political actititr 
Gov. Julian Cartoll's administration.
GOP opts for afresh face'instead of 'a
political warehouse.
I
consult him or seek his advice on which
direction, if any, to goin the session.
So Nunn,-declaring he was "sick and
tired" of alleged Democratic
-virOngdoing -and bungling, --chose the
central committee as a platform for a
Lee Nunn, commented that the Carrell
and Carter . administrations are in
trouble with the voters—repeating that
the Frankfcrrt administration is
"corrupt," a charge that has infuriated
Carroll.
across the campus clearning sidewalks.
Another group starts In the dormitory
area and works south to Meet the first
group, while still a third group works on
the hills of the streets with salt and
cinders. • -
At 7:30 a.m. the Wieling custodians
cemeth to clear the steps and entrances
around their buildings, and by the time
the university opens at 8 a.m., things
are in pretty good shape. Even the new
vice president for administrative
services, Dr. Richard Gray, was out at
6:30 the morning of the 26th shoveling
snow right along with his people, seeing
first-hand the situation.
+-++ •
Symbolic of the effort the main-
tenance and service people ,at the
university made to get to their jobs
after the big snow is Z. B. Russell, who
lives _near Kirksey. Finding it im-
possible to get out of his driveway that
morning, he enlisted the help of a
neighbor who has one of those huge,
$60,000 tractors.
This neighbor not only pulled him Out
Of his driveway but also four miles to
Stella 'and 121. From there on, he made
it on his own.
A book could be written about the way
the service people at Murray State rose
to the challenge of the big snow, par-
ticularly the security people, who were
out in the thick of it from the first flake.
There are many unsung heroes. There
would be no end to trying to list them,
and I wouldn't for fear of overlooking
someone.
But if it's any comfort to the mom-
mies and daddies of all those students,
you can tell them they're in good hands.
Bible Thought
"The God' Of Abraham and of
Isaac, and of Jacob, the God of our
fathers, hath glorified his Son Jesus."
'Acts 3:13
This- verse is indicative of the un-ft‘
of the Bible It has been said that the
Old Testament is revealed in the New,
even as the New is concealed in the
Old.
Isn't It The Truth
The youth mcibement cries that it is
the young people who will save
America. They may indeed, if they
• follow in the footsteps -of the, cdden
' people who were tough enough and
smart enough to survive 'the Great
Depression and invent the five-day
week the closed shop no down
payments, 9 per cent mortgages, 7 per
cent savings, credit cards, the 18 -year-
old vote and schools run by students.
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Looking Back
10 YearsAgo •
Eionna Jones, first ehair clarinetist in
selected to participate in the "1968
Kentucky All-State Band. Mary
Matarazzo who plays obi:* was chosen
as an alternate.
Deaths reported include Paul Lee,
former Murray Fire Chief, Ivy Mathis.
and A. M. Alexander.
-Dr. John Willi,ams, biologist at.
Murray State University, will speak at
the meeting of the Murray Kiwanis
Club to be held at the Murray Woman's
Club House on Feb. 8.
A special feature story on Preston
Ordway, written by Dr. I. J. Mein, is
--pulflished today..----z • •
' In high school basketball- games
South Marshall beat Murray High and
North Marshall beat Calloway County
High. High scorers were Jimmy Clapp
with 29 for South Marshall. Beane with
26 for Murray, Key with 25 for





returned yesterday by the February
Grand Jury and the complete report
was made to Circuit Judge Earl
Osborne.
A review of activities by Boy Scout
-Troop 45 is published today as National
Boy Scout Week starts. The review was
written by Cleo Sykes.
- A-total ofy$311,559 went to residents of-
Call9WaY_ county in public assistance
payments, according to Vega E.
es, commissioner of the Depar-____
tthàñi'àf EConerc Security.
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds beat the Middle Tennessee Blue
Raiders in a basketball' game at
Murfreesboro, Tn. Terry Darnell got 23
for Murray.-
Births reported include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Hargis on Jan. 31.
30 Years Az°
George Hart, Murray banker, has
been ippointed ' to the industrial
development committee of -.the- -Ken-
tucky Chamber of Commerce.
Deaths reported incluae John Edd
Kelly, age 72, and Harvey Bolen, age 43.
S-Sgt. Hilton L. Hale will be placed on
terminal leave from the Brooke Army
Medical Center, Fort Sam Houston,
Texas. •
Farmers "of'- Calloway Coutny
cooperating in the unit test demon-
stration program will meet Feb. 9 in the
little auditorium of Murray State
College to have the program for 1948
outlined by E. K. Kelley, county soils
assistant.
The Murray Woman;  Club has
pledged $1,000 to the Murray-Calloway
County Community Hospital, according
to Mayrell Johnson, club president.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Feb. 7, the 38th
day of 1978. There are 327 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1945, Presient
.Franklin Roosevelt, British Prime
Minister Winston Churchill and Soviet
Premier Joseph Stalin 'metat Yalta on
the Black Sea to shape the post-war
future.
On this date:
In 1778, Daniel Boone and 27 other
people were captured by Indians at
Blue Lick, Ky. _
In 1812, English author Charles
Dickens was born in Portsmouth,
England.
In 1904, a fire virtually wiped out
downtown Baltimore.
In 1941, in World War II, British
forces captured the port.of Bengasi in
Libya.
In 1948, Gen.- Dwight Eisenhower
resigned as U.S. Army chief of staff and
was succeeded by Gen. Omar Bradley.
In 1964, more than 300,000 fans of the
Beatles jammed New York's Kennedy
Airport to welcome the group from
Britain.
Ten years ago: It was announced that
the U.S. unemployment rate of 3.5
percent was the lowest in 15 years, and
that a record number of Americans
held jobs:"
Five years ago: Widespread violence
broke out in . Northern Ireland, after
gunmen fired on Roman Catholic -
mourners at a •Juneral procession for-
three members of the outlawed Irish
Republican Army -killed by British
soldiers.
Today's birthdays: Writer Gay •
Taleae is 46 years old. Actor Eddie.
Bracken is 58.
. thought for today :,1siever give advice
unless asked -'a German proverb.
WRITE A LETTER
Letters to the editor.are welcomed
and eocouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verifiCation. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten and
doubte-sparett whenever possible,
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors' 'reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
kiciress correspondence to:
Editor, The, Murray Ledger di



































"vaseline glass" — much of it
is not old and years_ago_these
_reproductions were sold in vari-
ety stores fgr a few cents. The
real thing made with ura-
mum, so it is scarce.
A class on the subject at your
local museum, the town histori-
cal society, or adult education
center can be your start to be-
coming an expert.
Some people collect glass pat-
terns, some collect a particular
color — such as cranberry or
amethyst. Ruby glass was
made with gold and there are
"the expensive glass its,
some signed. —
When you decide to study the'
thing you decide to collect, first
investigate whether there is a
class on the subject in your
town.
saa Furniture is a 
large category,
gg so if you want to collect some-
thing for your own use, it is
• best to limit your study to your
ag -main area of interest. Spread-
• ing out the period, designer or
B& wood might broaden the study
1 so that it would be too time-consuming. '
oar Books are great aids In learn-
big about the category of your
choice but you should begin by
I__trying to see some pieces 
that
... .
have a relationship that puts
j the entire study .into per-
spective. The color of the wood,
S the prints, the measurements
z should be observed. Old pieces
▪ may shrink or show signs of
srear tiutt look faiversible4o the
piece; good old wood develops
- patina that can he far more
utiful thari_s__refitUshed
piece.
To see the furniture in which
ma you are interested you can visit
ma '111'7 
Ille. antique stores, thrift shops,-
CM ;
0 
-----..---•-- g..C) previews of antue and . IOU-1- DE, 1,, sewn shows .-- this providesprovidestoN
illg Isig 
the opportunity to inspect the
tam t 
piece closely. Catalogs from the
alt 2 
shows and museums can be in-
. formative and they are a great
g ,i-mielo gi.... :.---:' . IC help. Some people subscribe to
sae I_ dil 
gallery catalogs of forthcoming
sales and they can decide
• whether they want to go to that
OC
- • --es:A • •particular eihibit. ---_ „ &I
THE t:MBERLAND.,-' 
m For example, if you want to
- '....';-,:--.=----,•-j---.., as - —
IL study 18th-century furniture it
lad 
. 1
s.p Space is put to good use in this large 22 by 13 kitchen by angling dish- w. 
might be a waste of time right'
tp washer and returning a cabinet 90 degrees into room. Large 
pantry, now to 80 to sales of Islamic
z next to frige arid a planning center make this room a pleasant plac
eg iewerhY,
a in which to work and play.. • ,
• !,,b- • - -
p-2 r..,.. for"-- - -74'1 •
rj A hen. hke _the one 7177 74'77
, ictur
kitc
ed here can he .0„it .. 
_.... . ,
-- Portfolio. " It's packed
.3 "My Dream- Kitchen W4 '
R : •
— eg with hundreds isf• ideas
Po and tine, that will help you
• and your professional
- --kitehen -specialist_ design .._
g
the kitclrn you ve always
wanted. Don't- wait_ Step
into the world of creative
kitchens designed with a








Some lectures and courses
given by toom societies are
very worthwhile. The lecturers
are usually expert on a subject
— Federal mirrors, Georgian
silver or some other specialty
— and the fees are a good in-
vestment.
Once you have learned all
you want to know about one
collectible, you ciin go on to
something else that interests
you
"When you paint anything
▪ and use up all the paint, don't
IAN throw away the can until you
• 
dog• bel. Then, when you have to do
• tinent information from the la-
F. have taken down all'..the per-
•°‘ _ 
any repainting or touching up,
even years later, you will know
;46i IJ exactly the kind of paint you
LI used and the proper color if
ammmmmeZ you should want to repeat it."
TREASPLEASE SEND 
_ 11111EAMISTC•111. POITFOLIO
•••• ammimimi .1m• atmtat , .••••
Plefif S TNt IIWRIAT, iy twin  fokoiry 7, 17S
Heimesitow 
.N ow's the Time _To Sfufly Antioes
• - - - By VIVIAN BROWN
AP_Newilestures--.. 
You can be giant steps ahead'
of those mobs at spring tag
sales if you bone up on antiques
and near-antiques that are like-
ly to show up at such events.
And what better time for
such an education than the
bleak days of winter?
Knowing how to go about ac-
quiring such knowledge is im-
portant so you don't waste your
time. And a good beginning is
to decide what fascinates you
about antiques and other-collec-
tibles. Do you want to collect?
Are you a- browser looking for
bargains? Are you trying to
furnish a home with in-
expensive quality, objects, old
or not?
If you can narrow your inter-
ests to glass, Victorian furni-
due, or a collection of turtles,
you hayr_a_better chance to be-
come knowledgeable in a short
time. Trying to know too much,
too soon, about everything can
be a frustrating experience.
With hundreds of different
kinds of objects at tag sales
that might vary from French
porcelain stoves to whale oil
lamps, it might be confusing.,
Let's say you decide to col-
lect hobnail -vaseline glass."
With your newly acquired
knowledge, you just glance
over the items exhibited and if
there " line ," you
inspect it looks like the,
real thing and your- trained
eye should set you straight on
that — you can decide whether
the price is right, whether it is
a piece you will enjoy and so
on. There is confusion about




1313 Poplar Benton, Kentucky.
Come by and see this area's most
beautiful kitchens. Lei us give you a free
estimate on the cost of a new kitchen.
CLIP •140 35,1
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ENCLOSE 12 CO PLUS 101 105 HA nen. iNG
•- Trees Now Has A
Eg. Toll Free Murray No.
Call 759-4026
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The state tree of Oregon, the
Douglas fir, named after a
Scottish botanist, is an ever-
green with, flat needles and
cones roughly shaped like eggs.
Its also the source of more
lumber than any other single
tree in North America.
No wonder, then, that when
you walk into a lumber yard
and ask for a piece of plywood.
with no other specification,
you toget Douglas fir.
The least expensive of the ply-
woods, it is very strong and
thus suitable for most projects.
But it is not easy to get a fine
finish on it in the conventional
way because of its "wild"
grain, so it requires a little ex-
tra attention. The treatment is
simple and can be used with
any wood with a grain that is
likely to show through a regu-
lar finish after -a period of
Gine, including other types of
firs
There are two kinds of sea-
lers made for use with 'such
woods. One is white, the other
clear. If you intend to paint the
plywood, give it a coat of the
white sealer according to the
instructions on the container. If
the plywood is to be .coated
with varnish or any oilier_
transparent finishing material,
use the clear sealer. Ask your
dealer to give you the sealer
made especially for use on fir.
Then, to be sure, make certain
that the label says exactly that.
Once the sealer is on and has
thoroughly dried, finish the ply-
wood the same as with any oth-
er wood. Incidentally, although
plywood usually comes thor-
oughly sanded, it not a bad
idea to go over it once before
putting on any finish. Use a
fine grade of sandpaper and
then wipe the surface with a
cloth moistened ulturpentine.
Plywood gets its name be-
cause it is made of thin sheets
of wood — plies—glued face
to face, with the grains running
in alternate directions for extra
strength against warpage. One
type of plywood has a solid cen-
ter with glued to both
surfaces 
It is the face of the plywood
that gives it the designation of
fir, pine, spruce, birch, walnut
or whatever. Those with hard-
furniture and are more ex.
pewbnodsivfel are used for fine
-
pensive.
Plywood comes in various
grades. It isn't .necessary to
memorize all of them, but if
you intend to use the wood for
any special purpose, as the
dealer for his advice. You can
get a plywood free of defects,
one which has a limited num-
ber of defects, one with atilt
more, and so on. Some have
perfect or almost perfect sur-
faces on both sides, some only
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SWISS CHALET styling highlights the interior of this two-story
house.Plan HA1026C by Derick B. Kipp offers a vaulted living
room, family room, large kitchen, dining room and lavatory on
the first floor, and three bedrooms and two baths on the upper
level This home has 1,195 square feet on the first floor and 640
square feet upstairs. To obtain more information, write to the
architect—enclosing a stamped, ielf-addressed envelope—at 48
West 48th St., Room 505, New York, N.Y. 10836.
A SPECIAL
VALENTINE GIFT
1  DIRECT FROM
C4' HOTPOINT!
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saga boo.. SO IK•1111•01
gnaw**. paO•10.13
Marie especially for use in microwave ovens!
•
THIS BELOk-HOTPOINT CAN BE PROGRAMMED
TO REMEMBER YOUR FAVORITE RECIPE, FROM

















• It Cooks what you Want it to 1,* Way 
time or temperature • Slow
yaw. by', It to. oyeryt,me ,i "ever cook wi h the simmer dish
forgets • Solid 
ols
-slate touch , - II Great Value'
• [Wove simulated walnut finisb- IP )Oks ...irie, in 944
. . .—..
3 ways instead of one II Fast ,--'4 by a „a Si 
000•. .. 11616110415 IIVIIr 1
--11-crtficviffut
Weil Xentucky Appliance Center
. 44414,01, Array 153443
Across froc &Me Smorgasbord
for an installation where one
side will not be visible.
While all plywood is mois-
ture-resistant, it should not be
used outdoors unless it carries
an "exterior" stamp. The ex-
terior plywood has waterproof
glue between the plies as well
as other qualities that enable it
to withstand outdoor use.
. .
Do-itlrourselfers will find
much valuable information in
Andy Larig's handbook, "Prac-
tical Home Repairs," available
by sending $1.50 to this news-
paper at Box 5, Teaneck, N.J.
07666.)
••••1•1•--
We have several Riker_
' Stevestelne-sieell —1711"11111r
--We'nellerlatikes















Large Selection In Stock And
Ready For Immediate Delivery!





your plans on the table,
we lay our reputation -
on the line.
Good construction firm
reputations are the result of
two factors:
The firs' is good people.
Both ours and our customer's.
Fbr only with competent,profes-
siorial people workinglogether
toyard the same goal, can, the
second factor be achieved. it
Results. Happy customers.
Customers who got the
quality building they needed.
when they needed it. for the
money they had to spend.
• Over the years, we've
satisfied quite a fcw people's -
building needs. Satisfied them
so well, in fact, th4t they ,
came back when they needed
a second bu?kling. And a third.
And a fourth. . _ ,
If you're thinking about
building, call us. When we lay-.
your plans on the table. yon.:11
know what you're getting into.





Route 2, Box 525
Calvert 'City, Kentucky 41029
Phone: 395-4198
in 22 garpe.s, swamped all
challengers today to remain
firmly anchored in the top slot
in the Associated Zress_high
school basketball poll.--"-
ft'anked,No. 1 for the-third
consecutive week, Apollo
picked up UP of the 19 first
place votes and 189, points
from sportswriters and
sportscasters.
Shelby_ County, .15-3,, was
r _With 170
points, but the pollsters
jumped' Frankfort from zialh
to third.
Frankfort, which recieved
the other first place vote, ran
its record to 18-1 last week in
winning the Central Kentucky
Conference Tournament._ it
was the title for
Frankfort, and earlier winner
of the Bluegrass and Woodford
County invitationals.
Lexington Henry Clay, now
17-3, slipped from. third 'to
fourth in the balloting while
Covington Holmes, 18-1, clung
to the fifth spot,
Louisville Ballard, 13-3, fell
from fourth to sixth;
Lexington Lafayette, 10-3,
remained in seventh place,
Rating
Lone Oak - 88.0
Tilghman 84.0
Mayfield 80.0









13. Ballard Mem. 66.2
14. Ihekarlus Co..66.0
































When we prepare your return,
we stand behind our work. So
if the IRS should call you in.
H&R Block will go along v.ith
you at no charge. Not as your
legal representative, but to
answer any questions about
how your_ taxes were pre
pared. That's Reason N6. 5





9 sun to 6 prn Weekdays
Sam to 5 pm Sat.
notch to eighth. Mayfield is 9-2
after playing its first game in
a month:- Pt +lad been- idled by
bad weather.
Drakesboro, -Mirrently 15-0
. and the only other unbeaten
team in the state, took over
ninth place, but there was a tie
for tenth place between Lone
Oak and Bryan Station. _
Bryan Station, 9-6, had been
eighth last week but this is the
first appearance in the top ten
for Lone Oak, riding a 134
streak. .
Missing from the list is
Virgie, which had been rated
tenth in the previous poll.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP( —
The Associated Press Top Ten
Kentucky high school poll,
with first place votes in
parenthesis, season records,
and total points. Points based
on 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1.
1. O'boro Apollo ( 18 ) 22-0 189
2. Shelby Co. -15-3 170
3. Frankfort (1). 18-1 128
4. Lex. H. Clay — -17-3 115
S. Coy. Holmes • 18-1 111
6. Lou. Ballard 13-3 108
7. Lex.Lafayette 10-3 70
8. Mayfield 9-2 31
9. Drakesboro 15-0 ---22
10. Lone Oak 13-1 16




' Ashland 6; Cawood 6;
Harrison Co. 5; Lex. Tates
Creek 5; Somerset 3; Lou St.
Xavier 3; Warren East 3;
North Hardin; Christian
County, Lou. Stuart. Clay
County, one each.
JOHNNIE THIRDKILL goes inside and up over Bobby Porter of
Tennessee Tech for an easy bucket. Thirdkill hod 10 points and
seven rebounds for MSU.
Middle Survives Stall Tactics,
By Morehead For 37-36 Victory
By The Associated Press
It's not how you get there,
but where you end up that
counts.
That might be the feeling at
Middle Tennessee State-
University, which boasts the
top basketball team today in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
The Blue Raiders gained the
OVC lead afters they Squeaked
by Morehead State 37-36 Mon-
day night. Morehead used a
slowdown style that nearly
ended in success when the
Eagles got one last shot at the
basket in the game's closing
seconds. The shot missed,
however, dooming Morehead
to its eighth loss in as many
OVC games this season.
In other OVC games
Monday night, East Ten-
nessee State moved into
second place by defeating
Austin Peay 6944, Eastern
Kentucky dropped Western
Kentucky out of a share of
first by winning 78-74 in
overtime and Tennessee Tech
_.trtiped Murray State 63-60.
Claude "Sleepy" Taylor
stole the ball and drove for a
layup with just over two
minutes remaining in the
game to give Middle Ten-
With Garlic Bread and ' 2 price on
Combination Salad (with meal)
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good
at home for 99'-
Luxurious Dining
for 250 People
nessee its victory over
Morehead. The Raiders, who
entered the game tied with
Western Kentucky for the
OVC lead, took sole possession
-wittr a 7-2 conference. mark.
Morehead, 0-8 in the confer-
ence and 4-13 overall, used its
slowdown to take a 19-18 ad-
vantage at halftime. The
Eagles increased their lead to
29-25 with 10:16 left before
Middle Tennessee went ahead
35-34 on a 22-foot jumper by -
Julius Brown with 2:30
remaining.
Taylor then scored his layup
to put the Blue Raiders on top
37-34 before Butch Kelley hit a
layup to give Morehead its
final points. Brad Lemaster's
last-second jump shot for the
Eagles bounced' off the rim.
Taylor and Brown paced
Middle Tennessee, 15-5
overall, with 12 points each,
while Kelley led Morehead
with 14 and Herbie Stamper
added 11.
Jim Smith tossed in 18
points to pace East Tennessee
past Austin Peay. Joe Perry
contributed 13 for the Buc-
caneers, while B.J. Johnson
and Scott Place added 12 each.
Austin Peay led by as many
Pagliai's Pizza
Home of The Bottomless Coke
510 Main 753-2975
as 13 points at 27-14 in the first
half before East Tennessee
closed the gap to tie the score
at 31-31 by halftime. The Bucs,
dominating play in the second
half, went ahead for good in
the game's late stages, raising
the& OVC log to 6-2. Austin
Peay is 5-4.
Lovell Joiner's six points in
o4ertirne helped Eastern Ken-
tucky down ci•oss-state rival
Western Kentucky.
• A 16-foot jump shot by Bruce
Jones with 1:30 left in the
extra period put Eastern
ahead for good, 75-74. Joiner
followed with two free throws
47 seconds later and Kenny
Elliott sank a foul shot after
time had expired for
Eastern's final total.
Eastern's Mike Oliver hit a
lgyup with 40 seconds left in
regulation play to tie the con-
test. Western held for the final
shot, but Mike Prince missed
a shot as time ran out.
Dave Bootcheck, coming off
the bench, led the Colonels
with 16 points, while Joiner
and Oliver added 15 apiece.
By MIKE BRANDON
., Ledger & Times Sports Editor.,
At Morehead, basketball
fans are saying "thank
goodness for Murray." At
Murray, basketball fans are
saying "thank goodness for
Morehead." It's like the
educators in Negoc1:y used to
say a few years ago when the
subject of teacher's salaries
came up.
The slogan then was "thank
goodness for Mississippi."
This weekend, somebody.
will be thanking goodness for
perhaps the last time this year
and somebody • else will be
cursing everything in sight.
Because this weekend, the
loser's bowl is going to be
played in the mountains as
Murray ..and _Morehead will
clash.
It seems there is nobody else
Murray State can beat,
besides Morehead which
Murray defeated in Murray
earlier this season. And it
seems there's nobody
Mo'rehead can beat, -but
perhaps they ve . a .s.Boi it
Mtirray ended any hopes it
had for a post-season "Playoff
berth as they somehow
managed to lose a 63-60 home
game to Tennessee Tech
Monday night. And the way it
happened, it just makes one
wonder if the Racers will win
another game this season.
"Whatever we did last year,
we reversed it this year,"
MSU Coach rred Overldri
said. "I never thought
much in my life down deep in
my -heart that we'd win a
game as much as I thought
we'd win this one. We didn't
deserve to win the one
-Saturday with East Tennessee
bar the kids worked too hard to
lose this one.':!'
Bot alas, Murray's loveable
losers somehow managed to
do.it again.
The fireworks started at the
111 mark 6f he game when
Brian Troupe of Tech made
the Tech bench go ape with a
-gorilla dunk:" The only
problem was Troupe held on to
the rim and was slapped with.
a technical. Mike Muff of
Murray hit the technical free
throw and the game was tied
at 59 apiece.
"I'm beginning to think they
should never have brought the
dunk back," Tech coach Cliff
Malpass said. "Somebody is
going to get killed doing that
someday. A person who dunks
the ball always has the fear of
being undercut and a lot of
times you see somebody hang
on the rim and they're doing it-
just to protect themselves.
"Good grief, Otis Howard
FASTBREAK BASSET froshmen rent DewW Lowry stores
on tivit break-ewer in lite opening loan. Loterrinwleaktd quite
impressive in his lost two outing,
down at Austin Peay hangs on
the rim with his chin and they
never call anything on him. A
lot of players who are hyper
dunk it to get the crowd ex-
cited and a lot of times they
wind up blowing games. We're
not here to entertain, we're
here to win games." Matittali
added.
Regardless, the dunk and
msuing technical excited the
crowd. But it didn't hold a
stick to what was about to
come.
With 48 seconds left, Danny
Jarrett went to the line. His
first shot bounced up toward--
the heavens and The Lord
himself must have guided tile
ball in because it looked like
there was no way it would fall.
The second shot did what the
first one should have done, fell
Tech rebounded and went
down the floor with a 60-59
deficit. But with 29 seconds
left, freshman guard David
Lowry of MSU came up with a
sensational steal as he batted
the ball away from Marc
Burnett. Lowry sipped a pass
the length of the court-to
Jimmy Warren who was
thinking one thing: layup.
Warren missed the cripple
and Tech rebounded. With 15
seconds left, Burnett
redeemed himself with a 15-
footer from the left corner and
Tech went up 61-60. Murray
again fired the ball downcourt






Pavidson 88, Citadel 81
E Carolina 73, Tenn-
Chattanooga 72 '
E Kentucky 78, W Kentucky
74
Florida St 95, Memphis St_
as
' WGee ' ashingten 96, Stetson
73-
- Georgia 57, Missispi 56
Jacksonville 70, Georgia St
63
Kentucky 104, Auburn 81
Lamar 65, Louisiana Tech 48
ISU 101, Tennessee S6
Tenn Tech 63, Murray 60
Vanderbilt 59, Florida 57, 2
OTs
Wash. & Lee 99, Shenandoah
88 • -
W Carolina 54, Marshall 52
MIDWEST
Ball St 88, Kent St 64
Bowling Green 68, Ohio U 66
Illinois St. 84, Oral Roberts
71 -
Evangel 92, Culver Stockton
81
Ferris St 65, N Micigan 64
St. Louis 65, Wis-Milwaukee
Tulsa 48, Drake 47
SOUTHWEST




Howard Payne 79, Abilene
Chris 62
'Texas A&I 83, Sam Houston
St 80
FAR WEST
New Mexico St 83, Indiana
St 82
Utah St 93, Montana St 77
W New Mexico 82, Santa Fe
61
and this time, Johnnie Thir-
dkill missed a wide-open
basket. Tech rebounded, the
Racers fouled with seven
seconds left and Brian Troupe
ended the nonsense with two
free throws.
"We can't score.. even on
layups,"---Overton said. "I'm-
gonna-head-out in a couple of
more, weeks but these kids
deserve the continued support
of the fans. The people tonight
really got their money's
worth. It was one of the best
games we've played, in every
t y butke  p tpaingscor ng. AltthuL e,faze
just deserve — to - win
sometimes:. . .
"Maybe they'll all grow up
to be doctors of something,"
Overton said of his players. If
they get in something where
there isn't a basket involve,
they will all be successful.
With that kind of effort, they
could sell insurance and make
a hundred grand a year,"
Overton added.
Overton said that rather
than have Warren or Thinikili
ticridthe bait tip arid going -into-
the. four-corner, he felt the
players made the right
decisions in deciding to try the
layups.
"If Warren would have
made that one, it would have
put it out of reach fir Tech. In
the early part of the year, we
held the ball in the four-corner
and always wound up messing
thingl up.-
felt Lowiy and 'Warren
both played Very well. They
both had some big baskets and
they both had a couple of big
steals in the last minute or
two. We played unbelievable
defense. When we were in the
zone, we had good position
and Covered the boards. When
we went to the man-to-man,
we played with intensity.
"We had great offensive
play in the first half and
nothing in the second half. But
we should have been out in
front by 10 or 15 points
anyhow," Overton added.
One of the keys for the win
by Tech was the fact Mike
Muff, who had 16 points in the
first oha.lf , was 'held to just
three points over the final 20
m nut
AVe backed the tempo down
in the second half. We don't
have the overall team speed to
run with Murray when they
have a certain lineup in the
game. We alternated defenses
on Muff," Malpass said.
"When we played him man-
to-man, we switched people
each trip down the floor.
Sometimes that's enough to
get a player confused. And
then the next trip down, we
might play a zone against
Muff.
"This was the kind of game
neither team deserved to lose
BO really, it was almost the,
kind of game neither team
deserved to win.
"But things have a funny
way of working out. I told kids
in the last timeout that
whoever had the most com-
posure would win this one. It
-was a great play on that three-
on-one. bMir-where
made the basket to put us
ahead," Malpass added; -
Tech remains hot in battle
for the top four as they im-
prove their record in the
league to 5-4 and 8-10 overall.
Murray drops to 1-8 in tint
league and the Racers are now
5-15 and threatening to finish
with the worst record in the
history of the school.
The Racers will be at full
strength for the game
Saturday at Morehead.
Skeeter Wilson, who missed
last night's game because of
an ankle injury, will return as
will John Randall who has
been out of action for three
weeks because of a broken
hand.
alau.,...guile  likely  iOkc
Muff will join_ the 1,000-point
chub at Murray State as he
needs only 22 more points to









Tturdkill • 4-15 2-4



























FAR -LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Charge by us.




WIsits Nouse Off ice Building,
711 Meet Street
All Entires Must Comply With 1978 NTPA Rules
West Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center
1 Mile-West of Murray on College Farm Road
Classes on Feb. 10
5,500 lb. SS
5,000 lb. MOD.
1 truck or tractor engine & 2-4 Bbls.
9,500 lb. SS
7,000 lb. MOD.
Classes on Feb. 11
7,500 lb. SS
9,500 lb. ()pen
12,000 F. S. 24.5x32 Cut Tires
12,000 lb. SS
For FurtherInformation Contact:
Tractor Pull Committee 502-753-9117
ORDERING TICKETS: Advanced Tickets $3.50






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DOING HIS UINF — Dewy Jarrett slums am hose in the
Roar loss ta Timamite Tech. Jarrett bed six points, six
reboliiidi4Arflitai Walt shots.ir-
(Staff Motes by lake Itrawaa)
When a team scores more
field goals, has more rebounds
and has less turnovers than its
opponent, it usually wins.
But Tennessee Tech hit 23 of
36 free throws and scored .55
second-half points for an 89-77
Ohio Valley Confereoce win
over Murray State's women
Last night in the Murray Sports
arena.
The Racers held Tech's
high-powered, offense in check
most of the first half and led
by three points several times
late in the first halt, trailing
ci*-344/1 at halftime.
,-'111113' -Played- ow' tYPII.of




Austin Pea) -  
Eastern Kentucky 
Tennessee Tech 5-4 8-10











Western at East Tennessee
-Miao'anneiteeatsTeett -
Austin Posy at Eastern
Murray at Morehead
rshall County Ta
The Murray High girls keep
getting clbser to the point Rick,
Fisher wants them tO be at
this time of year.
"We're now up to three good
quarters per game," Fisher
said after his host Tigers lost a
61-40 game to a tough Mar-
shall County team Monday
night.
However, the 21-point
margin doesn't really indicate
how dose 1.1m-vvittest actually
was. Murray High went into
the last quarter trailing only
37-32.
We just kind of blew up in
the last quarter and let them
run. They put pressure on the
ball and made us turn it over.
Marshall County is an ex-
tremely tough team and as
well as they shoot, if you mess
up a couple of times, you're
out of the game," Fisher
'added.
Marshall County is a fine
shooting club and they cer-
tainly proved it against
Murray High as they made 20.
of their 40 field goal attempts
for an even 50 per cent.
But it wasn't the field goals
that killed the Tigers as they
were outscored only 40-36













1 - Fob. 8













Sears avtlionzed Installers can NI every
corner or your attic
' costal I ati on Warranty
Should. workm•nshiP Wove
laulty..t.b.n one year of in-
sbillatoon Sears .11, upon
notice Porn you, cause euch









. , rlit.SitM. araatir*. con ‘ t,
A
situation that cost. ?Awry,.
-.kWh the game. • _
Just two - minutes into the
second half, Marshall County
was in the bonus situation.
"The fact we were in foul
trouble so early in the half
simply killed us. They spent
the rest of the night at the free
throw line," Fisher said. At
least the Marshals spent the
second half at the line as they
were 15 of 26. And in the final
eight-minute period, the
Marshals connected on 10 of 15
as they went on a 24-8 scoring
rampage to pad the final
margin.
For the game, the Marshals
made 21 of 38 foul shots as the
Tigers were whistled for 30
personals while Marshall
County committed just 19.
Murray trailed 10-4 at the
end of the first period. And
even in the second period, with
starting guard Jaina Washer
(perhaps the best Tiger
shooter ) on the bench with
three fouls, the Tigers were
out pointed just 14-13 in the
period and trailed 24-17 at
intermission.
"Washer sat out all of the
second quarter and she only
played part of the third
quarter," Fisher said. "We
played quite a few people
throughout the game.
"Star Jones and Candy
Jackson, both freshmen, came
in and really played well,
particularly on defense. We
switched things up quite a bit
and went with a quicker
lineup. We had three guards in
Team
Tiny Tots 44
M.F . A. Ins.  44
Ky. Lake Oil Co. 40




Keel's Purctukse Tire - 35
T.V. Service Center . . .... . „30
High Team Game (SC)
T.V. Service Center 
Ky. lake Oil Co. 
T.V. Service Center 




High Team Series (SC)
T.V. Service Center 
Paradise Kennels 
Tiny Tots. . 
High Team Seidl (HC)
Keel's Purchase Tina, 
TV Service Center 
Paradise Kennels 























Nanny Todd • . 
Jane '   •
Jean Bland 
Joan Cookery 
Murray Coach Jean Smith.
"We cut off their fast break
and forced them into com-
mitting turnovers."
Tech fleled its muscles In
the second half, substituting
freely and firing qtlick outlet
passes after rebounds that
resulted in lay-ups.
The Eigtes'hit 67 percent of
their shots and built leads of
as much as 23 points, the last
at 79-56, before a 21-10 Murray
spurt over the final six
minutes provided the final
margin.
"When they got their fast
break going, all we could do
was foul," said Smith, "and
they-Mt-their free throws -so
well we were helpless."
added 10 for the Racers, who
INtrebounded Tecb 52-45.
But Murray hit only 34 of 82
field _ goal attempts 141.5
-per-Cent) to Tech's 33 of 60
55.3i.
Though the Eagles are only
10-9 overall, they have
defeated Kentucky 89-68. lost
to defending national
champion Delta State twice by
a total of 10 points and lost to
threettitne national champ
Immaculata by eight.
Fourteen of Tech's games
were against teams ranked in
the top 20 nationally.
Murray, now. 8-12 and 3-4 in
conference play, boats
Louisville Wednesday. game.
time p. m. - • •
Tweessee Teeh
The Eagles were given only Dyim fg-fge ft-eta6-11 3-4
five free throw opportunities Hasuass- 
7-13 2-2
Sad 8.12
in the first half as they fc,„„deli 0-0
struggled with the Racers 3-2 Tart  0-0
641zone defense. 1-2
Murray led 22-19 with seven
minutes left before Tech's
Gayle Hastings three point
play tied the score. After a
Tech basket, Jackie Mounts'
pulled the Racers even for the














ftiir 'almpst the entire:44Mo
..and once, we played "withta
four-guard offense.
"We've only played eight
games. We're still young on
experience but we're coming
along and beginning to do
some things right. We video-
taped this game and we're
going to spend a lot Of time
looking at the game to see
what we've been doing wrong.
-We have to be the sleeper
in the district. We've lost to
both Calloway and Marshall
but we could surprise
someone. Once in this game,
..we had three freshmen, a
sophomore and a senior in our
lineup. Experience is the best
teacher.
"I'd have to say I'm pretty
well pleased with the way we
played for three quarters,"
Fisher. added.
Sharon Smith, one of the
best shooters in the First
Region, led the Marshals with
22 points while Jill Bennett
added 12 and Traci Perry 11.
For Murray, Marlene Farrell
paced the way with 15 points.
Marlene gave us the kind
of offensive game we need
from her. She's a senior and
our most experienced player
and we need for her to have a
good night offensively. She
kind of tired a little toward the
end though,- Fisher added.
On another positive note, the
Tiger girls out rebounded the
aggressive Marshall County
team 37-35.
Marshall County, which has
lost only to Calloway County
and that game was an over-
time contest, improves its
mark to 8-1.
The Tiger girls are 2-6 for
the season.
Murray High's girls are
scheduled to play the Mar-
shals on the road Saturday
afternoon but efforts are
underway to reschedule
several of the snowed-out















Tech outscored Murray 10:4
the rest of the half_
Mounts led all rebounders





r-l7 lt ft-f r13 Pit
4-9 1-2 2 1 9
5-9 5-5 10 5 15
11-1,01'
-ht 6
DRIVING THE LANE for two of heir 17 points is freshman
guard Laura Lynn of the Racers. Defending for Tech is Marilyn
Jones. The Lady Racers dropped on 89-77 game to the rugged
Golden Eagles.
FOOTBALL
NEW ORLEANS — Diek
Nolan succeeded Harik Stram
as head coach of the New
Orleans Saints - a team that Noy This Tom mite muff dWn't score on this move to
never,has • had a win/1111g - -eke inside vs yeetes lbw center, Solly Porter, has his hand onseason in its II years in -the —
the h.ii ons‘holping out be:hind/410f is Brion Troupe.National Football League.  4
SURROUNDED BY RACERS — A Tennessee Tech player is surrounded by Racers as they go for
the ball. In the picture for the Racers are, left to right, Kathy Hughes, Cindy Barris and Linda
Blackburn.
James Lee Comes Off Bench And
Scores 25 To Spark Wildcat Win
By FRANK BROWN
AP Sports Writer
3 12 James Lee is the No. 6 man
on the No. 1 team in college
...c...i_Jiasketball, and that's quite all
o 
0 right with Lee, Kentucky
19 es Coach Joe Hall, and the top-
ranked Wildcats.
Lee came off the bench to
score 25 points in Kentucky's
104-61 rout of Auburn Monday..
night. He admitted after .the
Southeastern Conference
contest that, If it would help,
I'd be willing to start, but right
now I'm happy doing what I'm
dOing."
Coach Hall is equally happy
with the situation and has no
plans of changing his starting
lineup just to give the 6-foot-5
.forward more -playing time.
13 _first-half . points
helped the Wildcats to a 45-40
halftime margin. _Then Rick
Robe)' and Mike Phillips each
stored 4 points in a 10-0
Kentucky spree that ruined
any popes of an Auburn upset
on the Wildcats' home court.
"A team Might beat them on
the road, but nobody's going to
beat them here- said Coach
Bob Davis after his Tigers
dropped to 8-11. and 4-7 in the
SEC.
The Wildcats, who raised
their record to 17-1 and 9-1 in
the SEC, will loseseniors Jack
Providence ( AP) - The
nationally televised game
between North Carolina and
Providence will begin at 1
p.m. EST Sunday instead of 4
p.m., NBC officials say.
Mike Tranghese,
Providence's , sports in-
formation director, said
Monday the game time was
changed by the network
without notifying officials at
the school.
was looking at TV and I
was flabbergasted," said
Tranghese. "Nobody at NBC
bothered to tell us." He added
that he learned of the time
change Sunday while wat-






Southwest • 0 0 4 0-4
Murray 3 16 11 10-42
Southwest (4) — Miller 2,
Anderson 2, Barrow, Coles,
Cothran and Murdock. Mur-
dock had four rebounds to lead
Southwest's girls who are now
1-3. The Southwest girls will
host East Calloway Thursday.
Murray 042) — Stacy
Mobley 10, Donna Rousse 12,
Fox 2, Jones 8, Thompson 6,
Smith 2, Swift 2, Burkeen,
Schanbacher, Kelly and Mar-
shall. The Murray Middle
girls were led in rebounding
by Mobley with seven and
Rousse with five. The Tiger
girls are 5-0 on the season and
will host a -very tough Heath
team at) p.m. Saturday.
Gsanit Grade Boys
Southwest 2 10 10 4—
Murray 14 7 4 5-30
Southwest i26i — Miller 2,
Key 4, Tipton 6, Sheridan 7 and
Butterworth 7. Southwest is 4-
2 and will host East Calloway
Thursday.
'Murray ( 30) — Walter
Payne 10, Boggess 2,- San-
tagado 5, Schmaltz 8, Mc-
Millen 3, Hargrove 2 and Frye.
Hargrove had six rebounds for
Murray white Payne and
Boggess each had f, five.
Murray is 4-1 and will en-
Heath Saturday—if:-
ternoon
Givens, Robey and Phillips to history and -"help the 15th- .
graduation after this season. ranked Redbirds, 19-2, beat
Other games involving Oral Roberts.
teams rankeccv in The ,Elsewhere, I..avon Mercer's
Associated Press Top Twenty close-range shot with 4
saw No. 15 Illinois State rip seconds to play lifted Georgia
Oral Roberts 84-71 and No. 16 past Mississippi 57-56 in
Florida State edge Memphis another SEC contest; Randy
State 95-89 in double overtime. Boarden scored a career-high
Georgetown, which was 24 points and -grabbed 18
rated, lath _ week .,,but rebounds. to -hellv,ball State --
dropped out of the rankings blast Kent State 88-64, and,
after losing two games, ended Lovell)oiner scored six points
the streak with a 77-55 in overtime to carry Eastern
drubbing of Stonehill. Kentucky past Western
Controversy flared briefly Kentucky 78-74 in an _Ohio
in another SEC clash at Nash- Valley Conference game.
ville, Tenn., where Vanderbilt —ximmiumw--
trimmed Florida 59-57 in
&ruble overtime. It may have
been the only contest in-
college basketball history
which required 11 minutes for
the playing of the final three
seconds.
After Vanderbilt's Tommy
Springer made two free
throws, Ric Clarson in-
bounded for Florida. The final
seconds ticked off and the
Commodores rushed off the
court to celebrate their vic-
tory.
But it was established that
the timekeeper had started
the clock before the ball was
touched in play. Vanderbilt
was called back from the
dressing room and the clock _
was reset at three seconds.
It mattered little, since the
Gators botched their second
chance after the long delay..
Clarson's inbounds pass was
batted away and the game
came to an official conclusion.
Senior Billy Lewis scored 16
points to become the third-
leading scorer in Illinois State
Copies from our new.
low-cost 695 Dry Copier are
something else They're -
rich, hlaelt Solids Are
.comfietely tilled Some in
they look as if they se been
printed See for yourself no
obligation Call us
Da VFLOPILD PKINTFD
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 WKMR 36 Bostonautier 
WKGB 53 /Autrey-Mayfield . . ' WKIAU 21 Cowan Creek-Eolia 
WCVN 54 Owenton WKON 62 Falmouth 
INKZT 23 Pikeville •  atilLPI. 22 Louisa 











THURSDAY, 7 FEB79 -
Eastern/Central Times '
8:30/71'30 s.m:- to -3-:30f2-,30
p.m. KET IN:pcHool_ PRO-
GRAMMING
3:30/2:30 TEACHING LIFE













8:00/7:00 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "What Katy Did"
Unjustly punished, Katy deter-
mines to live down false-accusa-
tions against her.
8:30/7:30 STUDIO SEE Discov-
er feivcing and meet a youog
filmmaker.
9:00/8:00 THE ADVOCATES
Every other week (his series




NA First in a 10-part dramatiza-





8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30

















WEEK IN REVIEW '
8,30/7:30 -WALL STGEE„T
WEEK
9:00/8:60 THE SIX WIVES OF
--.W_LiIRY THE EIGHTH HenCy,
now -48-i --ertessa-. thrman
princess Anne of Cleves on
advice of Thorrras Cromwell.
10:30/9:30 THE ORIGINALS
Louise Nevelson In Process
11:00/10:00 KENTUCKY





. 10:00/9:00 SESAME STREET
11:00/10:08 INFINITY 'FAC-











.Every other week this series
presents the pros and cons
of vital contemporary issues.
CHEF "VIP Veal - Poitrine Far-
cie"
4:30/3:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC (Fi from Thu)
5:00/4:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Taxes" (RI (Cap-
tioned)
. 5:304:30- TURNABOUT
fit America" Tednis star Billie
Jean King and author of -Wom-
en's Running" Dr. Joan Ullyot
7SATURDAY, FIB. 141
Eastern/Central Times













TORY GARDEN Jim illus.--
3700/2:00 GREAT PERFORM.
ANCES "Los Angeles -Philhar-
monic / Zubin Mehta" Morita
cónducfs Bartbk's -Chncertcr




First episode in a four-part
adaptation of Charles Dickens'
classic.




"Orientation and _Test_ raking_
Skills"
trates Bonsai. -
400/3:00 THE FRENCH 
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES
"Reading I. Main Idea
7:30/6:30 RUN THAT BY ME
AGAIN Coach Denny Crum and
Phil Bond of Louisville examine
- the basketball game between the ,
University of 'Louisville and
U.C.L.A. in 1975.
8:00/7:00 EVENING AT SYM-
PHONY Williarh Steinberg con
ducts -Mercury" from "The
Planets- by Gustav Hoist.
9:00/800 MASTERPIECE
are guests. (Captioned) THEATRE: ANNA KARENI-
6:00/5:00 NOVA "The Busi- NA The contrast between life-
nets of Extinction" Animal life
is heading for -extinction, but a 
styles of the aristocracy and the
thriving trade in smuggled en-
common people is evident as
dangered species continues.
Levin" visits his alcoholic brother
7:00/6:00 THE ADAMS 
hving in a slum.
-1 -
CHRONICLES "John Adams, 
10:00/9:00 ROYAL HEM
President" 
TAGE "Charles 17 The greatest
8:00/7!00 BOOKBEAT 
patron of the arts to occupy the
British throne, commissioned
8,:30/7:30 RUN THAT BY ME works by Titian, Tintoretto and
AGAIN "University of Kentuc- Van Dyck.
ky versus Seattle - 1958"
9:00/8:00-SOCCER ivrAIDE IN




hdebe Snots-and OavidttOrs- ills
rg
„ 830/730 a.m. to 3:38/2:30.
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO-
11:00/10:00 MONTY PY- CRAMMING
THON'S FLYING CIRCUS 3:30/2:30 TEACHING LIFE
SCIENCES IN THE ELEMEN-
SUNDAY, FEB. 12 TARY SCHOOL




5:30/4:30- E LECT.81C CO.
6:00/5:00400M
6:30/5:30 OVER EASY
7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/6:30 KENTUCKY GEN-
ERAL ASSEMBLY 1978 •
8:00/7:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Tots. Air Fare.
Utilities"
—II:30/7:38- -TURNABOUT' This
program foeuses on a group of
former Catholic nuns who left
the Church to form an inde-
pendent religious community.
8:00/8700.. HARP •11111p A
mysterious-. stranger arrives in
CoketoWn to run for political
office and he .irrimediately be-
gins a seduction of Louisa.
•
10:00/9:00 THE ORIGINALS
"Spirit Catcher - The Art of
Betye Saar"
10:30/9'1O AtertE FOR







8:30/7:30 a.m. to 3:30/2:30
p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO-
GRAMMING













8:00/7:00 OF RACE AND
BLOOD A rare -and Virtually
unknown account of art as it
was used by Adolph Hitler. '
9:30/9:30- DUPONT / COLUM-
BIA JOURNALISM AWARDS
Live telecast of the presenta-

















, .6:30/s3l_OvER EpsY _




8:00/7:00 NOVA "Child/en a
The Forest"- A rem_ look at
Zaire's Mbuti Pygmies in their
tropical rain forest hcroe.
9:00/8:00 GREAT PERFORM-
ANCES: LIVE FROM --.11-N-
COLN CENTER "Luciano Pavo-
rotti- Pavorotti sings a varied
program of songs and arias by
Don Donizetti, Rossini, Verdi






* 641 South 753-2617*
Northeast Continues Pounding Today;
Storm System Brings Snow, High Winds
The Northeast continued to
Like a pounding today from. a
storm system that Nhas-
produced - heavy Mow and
strong winds, A major elec-
trical power outage plagued
Boston, more than a dozen
deaths were recorded across
New England and there was
coastal flooding in the East.
The heaviest snow ac-
cumulations were reported
.iver New York and southern
NewEnglend with some areas
receiving nearly $inches.
- The deep_ 1nw, psaszure
system resposible for the
latest blast of winter was
centered south of Long Island,
New York. Gusts over 90 miles
per hour were clocked off the
Massachusetts coast and
Boston's Logan Airport
measured speeds at 79 mph.
'Most- of ;the deaths -were
-attributed to heart attacks or
carbon monoxide poisoning.
Winds and high tides_ have
created flooding conditions
along the coast form
New Jersey to northern
Maine.
Meanwhile, travel ad-
visories were posted over
moat of the Plains due to snow "
and areas of poor visibility.
Accumulating of to one to
three inches were recorded
from South Dakota through
Oklahoma:
- The seteeek-eheaged- to
over eastern Texas. Winds
.guAtos to 50 miles per hour -_
and chill factors near 50-
below-zero prompted blizzard
warnings for western North
Dakota.
Scattered showers con-
tinued over the southern
plateau region with a few
heavy thunderstorms in
-Arizona. Rain-continued to be:








* • 2- 77's 2 - 78's *
* • Slightly Brand *
Used New *
- J. H. (Hardeman). Nix, Jan Dalton,
Jerry Boyd, Mickey Boggess
******************************
- _ _ _ _ _  
peraturea around the nation 
Waterloo, Iowa to 63 in San
ranged.from 12-below-zero io
Diego.
Doing Their Part To
Keep America Clean!
Boy Scouts care about our country.
And prove it! By carrying out very
effective anti-pollution programs.







Scouting Helps Make Our World
A Little Nicer For Everyone!
The folks in this community
would like to extend a hearty
'thanks' to all the Scouts and
leaders tor the fine work they -
do. Their dedication to life's
highest ideals, have helped
to Make them the exceptional
young men that they are!
Murray Ele9tric System











Trustworthy, Loyal, Helpful, Friendly, Courteous, Kind, Reverent, Clean, Cheerful, Thrifty,
Brave and Obedient
This week, the Boy Scouts celebrate their 68th Anniversary. You can bet they're proud of their
record...and justifiably so. Since its founding this organization has helped American boys become
men, through its program of building character and providing wholesome activities for growing
youngsters.
We salute an outstanding group of boys!
frk,t,












• Ins Duty to America
Tomorrow's leiciers are pledging
allegiance to- the U.S. today. They're
America's finest.. .our Scouts.
MOON. 11111 PURDOM
Old-Pontioc-Codilloc
Is I :u xitraters Are '4 r
%lain Concern'.
1406 West Mein — 753-5315
ice Is Our ;low)"
Scouting Develops His
Thirst For Knowledge
He's eager to learn all he can. And
as a scout,' he has the opportunity
to channel his interests into a far-
reaching, exciting world of discov-
ery. let's support his efforts.
Murray Datsun, Inc.
604 S. 12th Phone 753-7114
Boys of all different backgrounds"
ere brought together through
Scouting. It becomes a rich and
rewarding experience for them...
sharing, learning and striving...




* * * * * * * * * *
1918 SCOUTING ANNIVERSARY
WEEK-FEBRUARY 5-11





























A Scout leqrns how to take care
of himself. .. out in the wilder-
ness . . . and in the world. He's
shown the fun or exploring, the
yajbe of ques4991nrand the re-
-suit of ̂hefd work. We. can Oe
proud of or Scouts.
WAY../PEOPLES/BANK
0
- MURRAY U KY.
Member FDIC
A Scout learns to develop his skills,
to become aware of his capacities


























We'Nock Terris To Sole Main
Complete Family Department Store \7.
100 5. 5th 753-1247
Murray Appliance Co.
Howard Coy li John Simmons, owners
212 E. Main St. 753-1586  
.
Man's World
Complete Men's & Women'slair Styling









Private 'reddest, lovichoots, Mowers
Sunday Buffet loaciteeo I I to 130
South 12th St. 753-5986
B I GlOIINEIg
- 
"Nemo Of Quellty, Eceiseers & Selections"
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
!` Het 411FLinehileSts7els Te Cr 753-0263
Freed Cotham Co.









Salute The"Routs" . -
753161.
INT 
F. N. Hirsch kiCRoCO. Department Store
An E Co.
Olympic Plaza Hours: 9:30-84:10 Mon.-Sat.
753-9779 1-5 Sunday_ __204 No. 4th 7S3
-S833.-
sh,
.0,4 ours , nine , o,rtri
to Murray's Nearly New Shop 
tur6
' Today's fuse quality clothes 
1
at Yesterday's Price's
Haw. I 0- 4 502 Vo Maple
timed T. di 14 ed. Acton froles Meth...mho (1."-ell
Roberson's Hih-Burger

















„ , • -
off
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CHILDREN'S STORE IN MURRAY 
THE LARGEST & MOST COMPLETE






Good Scouts Ride A Yamaha










759-1234 LE N OIE 11
inUrfay BICIRCit .
• NopitinSW1k •Book
















Murray's family Restaurant ,
1206 Omonvt 153-2997 
a
.1
. I III it.t&.. —"II 
 
fSJJC1- ".."---1-raa-rwe -....a - --




Free Delivery lip ' - - 7534302 -
"Conveniences by The Kitehenful" •
TAPPAll
East Mom 753-1250
• Photography of Distinction
cuttis& Mays Photography
Ted Wilson Mgr.




' 206 Main - - 753-3416, „....,„..,.._











Sealed bids will be
received by the Bureau
of Highways, at its.of-
fice, Frankfort, Ken-
tucky until 10:00 A. M.
Eastern Standard Time
on the 24 day of
FEBRUARY, 1978, at
which time bids will be
publicly -Opined and
read for the, _im-
provemEnt of
VARIOUS COUNTIE-
S, PMS 00S (10), SP 121-
SW99: Various Roads in
Highway District 1. Sur-
veying and Signing of
No-Passing Zones.
The Bureau of High-
ways hereby notifies ail'
bidders that it will af-
firmatively insure that
in any-contract entered
into pursuant to this ad-
vertisement, minority
business enterprises
will be afforded full op-
portunity to submit bids
in response to this in-
vitation, and will not be
discriminated against
on the ground of race,
color or national origin
- in consideration for an
• -t
Bid Proposals for all
projects will be
available until 9:00 A.M.
EASTERN STANDARD
TIME, FRIDAY,
FEBRUARY 24, 1978, at
the Division of Contract
Procurement. Bid
Proposals for all projec-
ts wiifhe available at a
cost of $2 each and.
remittance payable to









for -all--projects will be
available to all in-
terested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
REFUNDABLE). Spec-
( Wien Proposals cannot.





ANY individuaidumping refuse in ANY
container (cans or dumpsters) other
than their own, within the city limits
will be liable to a $59,00 fine upon
convictiOn.
The dumpsters at businesses
throughout the city are purchased by




















21 Pronoun 5 Conjunction particle 48 Click
23 Petition 6 Cover 30 Secret., beetle
24 Undergarment- 7 Oi vans of- agerw----90- Servers
26 Music as --- hearing 32 Man's _52 Command
- 8 Bets nickname-53 Antlered •
dagger by sheep 55 Domesticate
31 Once 10 Lae 36 Hindu 57 Near
around 11 Oceans cymbals
track 16 Exclamation 37 Beverage
33 Goddess 18 Diving bird 39 Extinct
of healing 20 Be ill II ghtless












































































indistinct . . 751.9331
Hospital
integrity . • 753-5131
Humane Society




Senior •C itizens ,. 753-0929
Needline 753-NEED
























25 26 7--  -1111.29 3028 -









37 .35 39, 40. 41
Al 45 46
30
59 Petty ruler 54






























HIS OWN TENT... AND









©1978 Unto) Feature 5 ornate Inc
DNA WitiaiWeer • '
BELTONE FACTORY
fresh batteries. Wallis
Drug Store, Murray, Ky.
Call 753-1272.
"ciwirimit per ma Disitx,
plea mere csovesieut tbos
pupefrvits - Eat soilsfy61.




















bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from 'any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
I 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft1118 South 12th.
753-0035. Free parking















Call 753-4636 or after 5 ELECTRIC HEATER,













6100. One Warm Mor-
ning gas heater; model
VR 50 MAB;- 50,000 BTU
hourly input rating. $75.
Call 753-2424.
sale:
Call 437-4756. - • .
THERMO-TILE in-
sulating( ceiling tile.
Easy to install. Can be
stapled over sheet rock.









1975 United Feabure Syndicate. Inc
/1SOMEINCREA6E-TWINEMPLOYMEjsrr MAY
BE NOITE12 FOR 1978 T,OE It) HE FIRING
OF Foam:ALL COACHES 114 SOME AREAS!'
20 Sports Equipment
14 FT. Fiberglass Bass







BIBLE FACTS - You are
standing on the _
promises of God! The
important thing is, -
which of God's promises
are you standing on?
Revelations 226,




study and study by








after 5 p.m. L.13.
AMBMCRJS PEOPLE














charge lady to mapage a













Apply in own hand-







conditions. Apply to Box
32Y in own handwriting.
ADDRESSERS WAN-
TED Immediately!









business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-885-1795
between 3 and 11 p. m.,7
days a week.







stove and refrigerator, 3
chests, china cabinet,
single size bed, table





purchase the new boo*
"Cet Everything Voir'
Government Has TO
Give," Send $2.99 to TK
Products, 1602 Dodson
Ave., Murray, Ky. 42071.
OIL STOVE with glower.
Nearly new. Call 437..
4693. or 437-4181 after 4
P.m.
16' LOMBARD chain saw,
nearly new, to much
_work for roe. $140. Call '-
354-6205.
USED CROSS TIES -
excellent for land-
scaping or fence post.
Call after 4, 1498-7950-
PRACTICALLY NEW
Ashley wood stove. Sell
at bargain. Dill Electric,
753-9104.










Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."















sprayer, 42 ft. booms.
Centrifical pimps.
Fiberglass tank, never
used. Cost. $1700.00 take






Arad Costly Nese Ileyairs
Kelly's Termite
& Pest Control
N. ••••4 14.1 eowestl ewer
we. Ilhe so *Ire.? el_ 4.18 Ob
1. ilWiet







TV. $85. Call before 5,
492-8648.




High-Way 94, 19 miles.
West of Murray'
382-2174. TV's are our
only business.
27. Mobile Home Sales
12 x 58 3 bedroom, all
electric. Furnished. •
.Ready to moveln. Also
color TV and washer.
Located at Riviera, Cts.
Call, before 5, 492-8648.
1971 UNITED mobile
e home. Three bedrooms,
• 1½. baths, total gas.
Unliiiinseit -Call
5420.
12 x 65 THREE bedroom,
11/2 baths, central gas
heat, central air, storm
windows. Unfurnished
and 2 years old. Located
in Fax Meadows. $6900.
, Call 753-2813.







mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280. •
30 Business Rentals
FOUR CAR shop for tent.
Call 753-8606.







ment. Two or 3 people.
. Stove refrigerator, and
air condition furnished.
$115 per month. Call 489-
FURNISHED ONE
bedroom, married
couples and singles only.
Zimmerman Apart-








Call 753-2997 or 753-2437
after 5 p.m.






all carpet. Central heat
and air. Call 753-7550.
NICE- ONE BEDROOM
apartment. 1414 Vine.
33 Rooms For Rent
SLEEPING ROOMS for
boys, 1 block from MSU
Refrigerator furnished.
Call 753-1812.
34 Houses For Rent
ONE BEDROOM house,
4031/2 South 8th. Fur-
nished or unfurniahed....
'Call 7534750.
36 For Rent Or Lease
TOBACCO BASE and
barn for. rent. • Also 4












38. Pets - Supplies
A KC DOBERMAN,
female, 4 months. Call




shots. Make nice pets.













spacious 2 car garage, 3
bedrooms, 2'2 baths,
tastefully decorated
throughout. We feel this
is the best home in the
mid 50's on today's
market. Let us tell you







901 S contact Worm, ity
ATTENTION BUSINESSES
Warehouse space available, CHEAPER than
owning your own, PLUS; no utilities, insurance,
taxes or maintenance. Just 100% DEDUCTION



















-68 ACRES located east of
Puryear, Tn. on
blacktop road. This can
be bought for less than
$600.00 per acre. About
55 acres are tendable.
Nearly 75 per cent of the
farm has good barb wire
fencing. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505
Main St., 753-0101 - 753-
7531.
A SLICE OF NICE -
Extra sharp 4 bedroom








garage, cozy den, and
step:saying., k itcheilL _ overlooking, the 19,07 -
Thia-iiiawerreellent-buy-- l'altimei- Collar); ---awb
in the low 40's.. If you golf course. Three
want to make the family bedroom brick hdme
happy in '78, make your with fireplace, full BY OWNER -
aPP0intment Wow. ti see basement which is glen' brick, 1/2 baths, large
this fine-home. phone for workshop_ or kitchen-den, three walk-
















Widths 5 .1.of city, Otis 3
bedroom Mick sod stem
home features e hammed
ming feemily room wins
finales*, bedroom will hull.
lee. very modem bitches will
commie ceoktep rungs MIS 3
acres with keno hers See
this see soma
temedeled 3 bedroom hums
Witt 21 wee of Criontml
Ceeety's finest fermissil.
Loomed *My II miss lost of
Ilierrey, this farm is rem-
plotely famed, hes dart
teMcce bees end hers. Also.
modern territories hoes*.
Meaty of ortside stomps,
shock pawls and cents bents.
753:3263 Anytime
FINE COUNTRY
LIVING - Now is your
chance to own property
REALTY. Uified garage, and
46. Homes For Sale
111
gas central heat, ceptral





dable acres, all fenced




753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located















- ideal location. Priced in
the low 30's. Additional
acreage may be pur-
ckased adjoining
country club golf vase.
Phone SOPPER1T1)
- REALTY, -7534222 -for
full-time, competent
real estate service.
DO YOU want to live near
MSU? Or would you like
to own your own hope
with income pto-perty
grossing $480 per month
plus living quarters? If.
your answer is YES to
either of . these
questions, •Acall
J.ORETTA JOBB




With this frame home
located • (illy 2 blocks
frays --court squarer
Property is zoned B3
and could easily be
converted to offices or















S. 4th St. - 50' building
set back - no restrictions
ow building width. Only
A10,900. Call today or






ted for transferees in
Jonathan Creek area.
Would like 3 bedroom,
1142 bath and fireplace.
Any similarities will









Floored end reedy Up to 12 x 24. Also beret style, offices, corteges,
mobile borne ed-ons, end patios, or 0-BUILD, pre-cut completely r




Brick, 2 bedrooms, large kitchen, panelled den,
big utility room, attached garage, new carpet
and fresly painted inside. 2 outbuildings. 1 acre




THE PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY upticH
Aware Seedy 753-9536 Worse Shropshire 753-5277
Ilerbowe Erwin 753-4136 Newer Miller 753-7519
I. S. Nook 753-2317 . Roam Mosef 753-9036-
B0111-n.111pRS
REALTORS
South 12th at SUcarThaw•
TELEPHONE 753-1051
ROOMY OLDER HOME











BY OWNER: 3 large
bedrooms, 11/2 baths, all
carpet, drapes, central
heat and air, large lot,
fenced backyard, many
extras. 2 miles from
Murray off 121 S.-
$37,000. 753-9732 or 762-
6970.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1,975 GMC pickup, High





Car in primer. All parts
complete. 8350. Call 753-
1$15 CHEVROLET 1/2 ton
short bed step side
truck. Three speiff. 327 4





. perfect condition, low
mileage: Call 7534917
on-=---afterrpTin:-
I9T7 COBRA II, fully




steering, and air. Call.
753-8127._ _ _






pala, 2 ddor hardtop,
solid body with all parts.




1974 HONDA 750, only
4,000-miles. Like new.
Call 489-2797 after 5 p.m.




lock in 1100 tires. Hubs,
tool box on side. Call
489-2666._
1176./ZEPS.44,_i_4:wlde
tires. $4700. Call 759-1385
4-167-2572.
I
1975 FORD F250, 4' wheel












steering, 302 V-3 motor.
Good gas -mileage.
Ashley wood stove





TRICIAN and ,gas in-
stallation will, do
plumbing. heating and
















by saving you money.
Call 759-1820. -
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
, estimates.
WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and






















osmisei chess carpets es...
WILY -
38 pound portable power-
house does all the wort
EFFICTPIElY -
cleans, rinses and vacuunts
out deep down dirt sod




a fraction of the cost
(YOU SAVE UP TO
MAO PER ROOM i
V
Itset for ealy 112.00 a day
Bel-Air Decor Store
(moor 733-3Mi1
I OPEN WEEKDAYS- .. H°USe Wee -Wed " °HospitalC
QUALITY SERVICE
Company Inc. Air evil-







ficient service. No job




plumbhig jobl dotiir --
Their-calt 155,4814. •- -
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates for your
needs.









struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
night 442-702L___
42001. hone or





ALL TYPFS backhoe and
- septic tank work. Field














Calls ar9Fri. &ONsal i6D230AYS_ Calls
*Hair Cuts *Shoves
- 209 Walnut Street
.cilf Thli-riiumber after 5:00 to assure
prompt service next day, 753-3685
and night appointments
* REWARD*
A $30000 REWARD Willie paid to
the individual who can furnish in-
formation on the person or persons
who stole the hubcaps from the Carl
Howard Auto Sales this last




To buy an extremely well-built home on quite
street near the university. This 3 bedroom, 2 bath
quality home features central heat and air, large
rooms, spacious 2 car garage, abundant storage
areas, beautiful decor and landscaping. Owner
wants fast sale so phone us today, priced in low
40's.
711 Main
George Geliegher 753-5121 Geri Andersen 7S3-7932







yam. 401111110..01111Me- 41111M1ww 400.111.-4111.111Pale.P.4141.11W 40.10.
Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searehing for the clever way to.say"I Love You ?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every 1 I and our friendly Ad vi-
yourniesnage.
To Mom and Dad.
We couldn't have ekked •
Mow pair of possiels




Mn. Smith Meets tor
oelting Scierscd‘fes to town








To Jan* - I want you ter
ony Valriatine, and I wen't




Mi!iiray Lkciger & Times
Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a perwnalized-Valentine Card to
Your Aioved Ones This Year
With A Wger & Times Valentine
SOME EXAMPLES:
Dear Jimmy (Peter) I los,.
you more then words con
•upreass. I hop* we mill al-
ways b• together( to share
the good and the bad Love
olmays. Sue (Chuck) P.S
Warner loves you loci I
WANZA, MoPpy
tine's Doe tre the Swim of-61-
and most loving wife and
-evoker. wii-teve-Ww.larly
end Ctsed.
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Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 32
I u- Murray, Ky. 42071
Name  
Address







Zip  .... Phone 
Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 11, 1978. All ads will run on
February 14, 1978 unless you specify other-
wise. Photo can be picked up at newspaper
office after February 16, 1978.
- •. .
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Deaths and Funerals i





William Robert (Bill) Maa-
dox, formerly of Hazel and
Murray, • are being held today
at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel of
the Anderson and Sons
Mortuary, American 'Fork,
Utah. • - ' -
Mr. Maddox, age 63,
anesthesiologist for many
years at the Houston-
McDevitt Clinic, Inc., Murray,
for =4 year:a-des Sahlilily
at the University Hospital,
-Salt Lake City, Utah. Born
Nov. 25, 1914, he was the son of
the late Chester Maddox and
Bertha Mason Maddox.
He is survived by his wife,
• Mrs. Anne Phelps Maddox, 455
North 600 East, American
Fork, Utah ; two daughters;
Mrs. Barbara Moorehead,
Memptiis, Tn., and Mrs. Judy
Edwards, Hunter, Utah; four
sons, William Homer Maddox,
Route Two, Paris, Tn.,
Michael- Maddox, Provo,
Utah, Jim Maddox, Alabama,
and Gary Maddox,. American
Fork, Utah; six step children,
Bob, Larry, and Jim Phelps,
all of Americna Fork, Utah,
Val Phelps, Orem, Utah, Toni
Robbins, Salt Lake City, Utah,
and Melinda istimer. Utah. • •
brothers, Edgar Sra-cgOT,
Murray Route Three, and
Morris ,Maddox. Hopkinsville,
Mr. Maddox was preceded
in death by One sister, Mrs.
Elizabeth Churchill of
Murray, and one son, Darrell
Bruce Maddox, age 21,
missionary in Blackburn,
1tgldnd,
cidental asphyxiation- in his
apartment .after, only . six
months on the Mignon field on
Dec. 4, 1977, with funeral and
burial services in American
Fork on Dec. 12, 1977.
Harl Usrey of Benton Route
Three, near Kirksey, died
Sunday at 215 p.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
He was 75 years of age.
The deceased was a
member Of 'the New ZiOn
Baptist Church. Born Feb. 10,
1902, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late James
Richard Usrey and Mary
Mifler Bondurant Uszéy
Mr.Usdby1iss
wife, -Mrs. Opal Darnall
Usrey; one son, J. D. Usrey
and his wife, Anna, Benton
Route One; half sister, Mrs.
D. Y. ( Noma) Dunn, Murray;
three brothers, Carl Usrey,
Kirksey, Fred Usrey,
Springfield, -Mo., and James
-Usrey, Memphis, Tn.; three
grandchildren, Mrs. Ronnie
Susan) Ford, Bruce Usrey,
and Miss Vanessa Usrey; two
great grandchildren.
The funeral is being held
today at two p.m. at-the chapel
of hhe Collier Funeral Home,
Benton,-irith the Rev.' C. C.
Brasher and the Rev. Donald
Phelps officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are





Ford. Burial-will folrowin the
Pleasant Grove Cemetery in
Marshall County.
Mrs. MyTtice Nance
Mr. Morrison Dies -
Sunday; Brother
Of Mrs. Higgins
J. D. Morrison of San Diego,
California died Sunday, Feb..
5, A retired navy officer he
was 55 years of age.
Formerly of Trigg County,
Mr. Morrison was the son of
the late Troy and Fannie
Stalls Morrison.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. LaVean Baker Morrison;
three sons, Jeff, John and Otto
Morrison all of San Diego. One
sister, Mrs. Carlou.s Higgins of
..,Murray Route Three; half-
brother, Joe Morrison of
Rockford, Ill.; one half-sister,











Mrs. Myrtice Nance of
Route One, Puryear, Tn., died
Monday at one a. m. at the
Henry County General
•Hospital, Paarisr-Ta..-She-was
73 ears of age.
The deceased was a
member of the North Fork
Baptist Church. She was
married Dec. 18, 1920, to Coyn
- Nance who died March 21,
1970. Born 'Nov. 16, 1904, in
Calloway County., she was the
daughter of the late Marion
Frank Orr and Martha Ann
Smith Orr.
Mrs. Nance is survived by
two sons, James Lowell Nance
of Puryear, Tn., and Vernon
Nance of Murray; six grand-
children; five great grand-
children.
The funeral is being held
today at two P. m. at the North
Fork Baptist Church. Burial
will follow in the Paschall
Cemetery with the Ridgeway
Morticians of Paris, Tn.; in
charge of the arrangements.
Chicago, Ill. — A free
offer of special interest
to th9se who hear but do
not understand words
has been announced by
Beltone. A non-
operating model of the
smallest Beltone aid of
its kind will be given ab-




problems are not alike..
and some cannot be
helped by a hearing aid.
But audiologists report
that loamy can. So, send
for this free model now,
and wear it in the
privacy of your own
home. It is not a real
hearing aid, but it will
show you how tiny
hearing help can be. It's
yours to keep, free. The
actual aid weighs less
than a third of an ounce,
and it's all at ear level,
in one unit.
These models are
free, so we suggest you
write for 'yours now.
Again, we repeat, there
is no cost, and certainly
no obligation. Thousan-
ds have already been
mailed, so write today.





The funeral for Jack W.
Adkisson of Murray Route Six
will be held Wednesday at two
p.m. atthe chapel of the J.H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. L. E. Moore of-
ficiating and the Warren Trio
Providing the music and song
service. Interment will follow
in the Unity, Cemetery in
Marshall County.
-Friends may call at the
funeral home. •
Mr. Attkisson, age 85, died
Monday at 8:10 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.He was a member of
the Unity Cumberland
Presbyterian Church in
Marshall County, a Kentucky
Colonel, and a member of the
Alford Chapter of the Order of
the -Eastern Star, Dayton,
Ohio Mygtie- Lodge-NO. '405,
Scottish Rite and Antioch
Shrine.
The Calloway man was a
retired automobile sales
manager. Born Oct. 28, 1892,
in North Dakota, he was the
son of the late Jack William
Attkisson and Louisa Hart
Attkison.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Dorothy .Attkisson, to
whom he was married on Feb.
12, 1939: mother-in-law, Mrs.
Agnes M. Maier, Murray
Route Six; sister-in-law, Mrs.
Patricia Maier, Floral Park,
N.Y.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
February 7, 1978
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act.305Es& AN Barrows. &
Gilts .30 lower Sows steady-insfances..50
hifierU 1-2 106E10 lbs. .. 941.5647.00 few 47.15
US 14300440 lbs. 946.00411.50
US 64 240490 lbs. 545.03-46.00
US 343116210 lbs. 944.0045.00
Solis ..
to Dept. 5423, Beltone US 1-2 270.3501bs. $39.4040.110 reveal°
US 14300-5001W 13010-311.08 .
--LralatMOAIMIba _. A
US 1-3 506450 Rs 843.0644.00 fetifit
ies-asseraoies swoo.W.0
The lktfilic is " inivted, to note the chatige Of date f ....Zee 
between ami 53,years old
Boars a 06400 et rig7
Kentucky in the fore-
front of our nation in its
re,....411114.14,„„cOrliott.
legislation for lack of support.
.On the president's energy
program, O'Neill said the
House expects the Senate to
propose a compromise on de-
regulating natural gas prices.
"I have great expectations
that something may come in
the next 48 hours," he said,
adding that House members of
a conference committee
considering the. issue . have
made diree-prepeOs. -
O'Neill said he considers it
the Senate's turn to make a
proposal.
The student aid program
was first mentioned by House
Whip John • Brademas of




would announce the program
Wednesday at a news con-
ference. But White House
Associate Press Secretary
Claudia Townsend said no
newleonferenee is scheduled.
She said Carter is likely to
make the announcement per-
sonally but will not hold a full
scale question-and-answer`
reel 4i-e4ATATfartrteci t_q_ _Post liCgikfilEela f"QC1-:- 1-PlOgalta_ AA, aessim with reNrters•aterii4;41ie •
at a news conference ivionclik:•-iiiiiintrit. Of the -01krear saltilt would-be- tunew --
The bill is similar to federal
law in that it would ban
harassment Or abuSe of the
consumer through late-night
telephone calls; calls to the
consumer's employer; use of
false or misleading practices
in debt collection-4 ,or filing of
claims in jurisdi far
from a debtor's home.
_Kentucky legislation would
-apply in-house collection -
practices, -, as well as
professional debt collectors,,.
Carroll said. It would exempt
attorneys and banks, which




not be allowed to waive the
protection afforded them
under the proposed state law,
although they can waive, their
rights under the federal law.
"I was surprised that the
federal Congress was so weak
in its legislation," Carroll
said. "I'm not convinced that
a substantial. amount of
protection was brought about
by that." -
The governor credited the
Kentucky Legal Services
Office with researching the
problem_ .





Carrcill also announced he is






required to register with the
state Securities Division and
to post bonds. Investors would
have 30 days in_ which to
cancel a contract.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of loeal interest at
noon Way furniabed to the Ledger &




Air Pfc.:Nets 244 +%
American Motors 4,h .04
Ashland Oil -  28 -4.1
A_ T. & T 594 +4
Ford Motor Co 41% unc
Gen. Dynamics 41'h +h
rs - 58% +%
General lire 24,41 -4
Goodrich 19% -14







Western Union _ 18% unc
Prices Of ;tack of local interest at noon,
Ent today, furnished to the Ledger le
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of











General Elec 46% +4
liardees 10% +14
Georgia Pacific 24% -%
Pepalco - X +04
















PROCLAIMS WEEK -- Murray Mayor Melvin Henley (seated, right) has proclaimed this week Natal Children's
Dental Health Week in Murray. Shown with Mayor Henley (seated, left) is Terry Ellis, president of the Murray State
University Pre-Dental Club, Vaughn Vandegrift, faculty advisor to the pre-dental dub, (standing, left) lyus Crouch,
vice president of the club, and Burton Young, a Murray dentist representing the local dental society. The Club this
week is working with an on-going program of instructing proper, dental hygiene to children attending both
Calloway County and Murray elementary schools.
Bill Would Curb Debt Collectors
(7takm.) -
Legislation that would protect
._ 
harp cgrripo hy 
will be introduced in the 1978
General Assembly.
The measure, whose









(AP) - Ethiopian troops are
cnfshing Small rebels in. the
Ogaden desert, the Ethiopian
govei 'uncut -claimed today,
but it indicated the long-
expected counter offensive to
recapture the eastern part ot
the country had not started
yet. Capt. Fikre Selassie
Wogderess, secretary of the
ruling Military Provisional
Council, told reporters- the
Somalis are "being routed La
all directions," but refused to
answer When asked if the
main counterattack had
begun. Western diplomats .say
it has not.
MANAGUA, Nicaragua
(API - The Sandinista
guerrillas urged Nicaraguans
to take up arms to overthrow
President Anastasio Somoza.
A statement from the guer-
rillas said the general strike
against Somoza, now in its
16th day, "is not enough. It
must be turned into an arnied
struggle." The guerrillas at-
tacked two National Guard
garrisons in southern
Nicaragua last week, and 14
persons were killed.
Demonstrations and the
general strike have beset So-
moza since the murder Jan. 10
of one of his leading .op-
ponents, Pedro Joaquin
Chamorro. Somoza has
rejected demands_ for his
resignation from opponents,
T!)0 called on tire .Yatera to
boycott the municipal elec-
tions last Sunday as a protest
against the dictator. The
government admitted today
that only 258,529, or 37 per-
cent, of the 700,000 eligible.
voters cast ballots.
„„,. EDMONTON, Alberta ( AP)
- Scientists still do not know
whether the nuclear reactor
aboard a fallen Soviet satellite
Survived the plunge into the
earth's atmosphere although
debris has been located in at
least a dozen spots in the wilds
of northern Canada. "It's too
soon to say," Dr. Roger
Eaton, an adviser to Canada's
Atomic Energy Control
Board, told a news conference
Monday when asked if the
pieces of metal collected so
far provided clues to the fate
bf the _reactor's core - 100
pounds of lediallysadioactive
uranium 235.. The satellite
disintegrated* !tunes Jan. 24
over Canada's Northwest
Territories. Since then, detec-
tors mounted on military
transport planes have found
no radioactivity high enough
to be coming from the core.
Special Workshop kanned For
Up Luncheon On Wednesday
"Biblical Perspectives on
Human Sexuality" will be the
topic for the United Campus
Ministry luncheon workshop
Wednesday, Feb. 8.
Leading the workshop will
be Godfrey Nicholson, visiting
professor in Religious Studies
at Murray State thts semester.
Responding to Mr. Nicholson's-
initial presentation on Biblical
Perspectives on Sexuality will
be Dr. Adam Lamming.
wort-ate- --professor -of--




The traditional Ash Wed-
nesday services will be held at
St. Leo's Catholic Church on
-`4Yednesday, Feb. 8, at 6:j0 p.
m. This will consist of the
blessing 4nd distribution of
ashes, which come from the
burning of palms blessed on
previous Palm Sundays. This
The luncheon begins at 12:30
and the workshop will con-
tinue until 3:30. There is no
registration fee for the
workshop which is open to the
public. Cost of the luncheon is
$1.25.
Mr. Nicholsoae.a ,4doctoral
student in New "testament
Studies at Vanderbilt
University is an ordained
clergyman in the Church of
England and_is—a native of
New Zealand. Currently he is




professor or sociology, at zenith Radio 134 +
Murray State, teaches courses
on marriage and the family
and the sociology of religion.
Ms. Cindy Deaver is a
graduate of Rosary Coll fRi in
Chicago, Illinois, where she.
majored in English and
minored in Jewis Philosophy.
She is married and has two
sons:
ceremony will occur Within
the Ash Wednesday Mass. Oaks Club Board Will
During the Liturgy of the Not Hold Meet TonightWord at the Mass, a "photo-
sermon" will be presented, • The Oaks Country Club has
narrated by Sue Hill, student postponed its meeting frdm
in dramatics at Murray state tonight (*Tuesday) to Monday,
University.. the presentation- Feb. 13, at seven p. m. at the
Is ,entitled "A Time for club room. _
Everything," and is based on Elbert Thomason,
the Book of Ecclesiastes 3:1- presideltt,. urges all bOard
Wendys
There are 11.2 million stu-
dents enrolled in colleges and
universitiv, according to the
Census BTreau. Nearly half of
this number, or 5.26 million,
- members and club merubirs • are women, of whom 1.5 million
'church spokesman -the board tris tf ' 
or
and-430,11100. are single mothers. -
-A measure to require





President _Carter will an-
nounce a major national aid




The Democratic leaders told
reporters about the announce-
ment after breakfast with the
president at the White House.
--They declined-to-diselese de-
- -tans -of•-the- program, -saying
they would leave -that lo
-Carter.-
In its budget for. the up-
coming fiscal year, the ad-
ministration proposed to set
asie $700 million -in con-
tingency funds for a promised
alternative to . demands in
Congress for tuition tax credit.
Health, Education and Wel-
fare Secretary Joseph A. Ca-
fes Jr., has said that families
in lower and middle-income
brackets need federal assist-
anee in sending their children
to school but that tax credits
'wouldprdri& henifitanot just
to those groups•but to high-in-
come taxpayers as well.
"We cannot afford poverty_
provements on the property,
and to register with the
Kentucky • Real Estate
Commission.
-A bill to prohibit contracts
longer than 18 months for
buying clubs, health cluiv,„pr
dance studios. Those clubs
wduld also have
with the state.
-Legislation to reduce the
PeriadAeraag which a license
may be renewed for fire sales
or gomg out of liminess sales
from 90 to 60 days+-. '
Carroll said he is not 'sup-
porting legislation recom-
mended by the advisory
council to make consumer
education a required course
for graduation from high
school, or proposed legislation
to make the Landlord Tenant
Act statewide.
The governor said he was
taking no positipn on those
bills because he felt they
should be left up to the
judgment of the General
Assembly.
"They can go whatever -way
they choose," Carroll said.
Pair Of Games To
Be Here Wednesday
Both local high school girls'
basketball teams will be in
action Wednesday afternoon
in makeup contests.
The Murray High girls will
host Fulton City and the fresh-
man boys' teams will kick off
the action at 3:30 p.m.
Calloway County will play
host to Marshall County and
the frosh boys will play at 3:30
p.m. in the preliminary.
told reporters he expects the
House to pass legislation
establishing an agency for
consumer protection. "It'll be
very close," O'Neill declared.'




agency last year, but the lead- flouncing the program
ership withdrew the tomorrow." -
financial assistance program
that "hits the middle-income
group of Americans." The
speaker said' other programs
have been aimed at the poor or
the wealthy.
Questioned about details of
the program; O'Neill saidi
"The president will be an-
Bill Would Wipe Out
Social Security Hike
WASHINGTON (AP) - An
election-year bill arned at
helping middle-income
Americans wotild wipe -out a
big hunk of the Social Security
tax increase that became law
less than two months ago.
Despite such political ap-
peal, the bill has little chance
of becoming law this year,
however, coming on the heels
of the major Social Security
tax revision enacted late last
year.
The bill, introduced on Mon-
day, would remove disability
insurance and Medicare from
the system and finance them
with income tax revenues.
leaving only retirees and their
dependents or survivors under
Social Security.
The chief reason for the bill,
as spelled out by Rep. William
Brodhead, D-Mich.: "The
'public will not stand for the
rate of (Social Security) taxes
that has been imposed."
Brodhead said thousands of
taxpayers are protesting the
higher Social Security taxes
that went into effect on Jan. 1.
And those taxes were enacted
six years ago; the new taxes
approved in December won't
go into effect until next
January.
The new financing plan
would cost about $30 billion in
income taxes if it became
effective in 1979. President
Carter has proposed an in-
come tax cut of about that
same size, but Reps. Abner
Mikva, D-111., and Timothy
Wirth, fl-Cole., who are
among the sponsors, say it
makes more sense to pour that
money into Social Security.
They say the income tax
. system is preferable because
the rate of taxation rises as
income goes up. The payroll
tax applies a flat rate on
wages - whether they 'are

















AM clothes are expensive
All can benefit from our
Sanotone drycleaning care
that keeps the colors alive.
the spotless appearance, the
like-new look and feel You
,get more enjoyment out of w
your clothing when you use
our Sanitone drycleanung to
keep them looking lust right
You save in longer garment life
Boone's
Laundry & Cleaners
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His coypu whom yeti Mir" vow




SI.alliurnds 3L ered 19
Being goy number. You Rossi post'',
tins coupon when vounn5 vow
cleontal % 110011.'S Cl.,.,,
Coupon Good Thru
Feb IS, 1973
r • ,
753-2552 Coll for
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